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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S(X, Y) be the germ of an analytic function of two complex variables 
near the origin. 
To decide whether f is irreducible or not, we can apply a succession of 
blowing-ups to desingularize f and see if the proper transform off ever 
bifurcates, and then use the fact that f is irreducible iff such a bifurcation 
never takes place. Alternatively, we can use Newton’s theorem (also called 
Puiseux’s theorem) to completely factor S into linear factors in Y by 
allowing fractional power series in X and then collate these factors into 
conjugacy classes, and now use the fact that fis irreducible iff there is only 
one conjugacy class. 
In a recent conversation, T. C. Kuo of the University of Sydney in 
Australia asked me the following question: 
Kuo’s QUESTION. Can we decide the irreducibility off more directly, i.e., 
without blowing-up and without getting into fractional power series? 
In trying to make a simple example of an irreducible f having two 
characteristic pairs, as a quick guess, Kuo thought of the following: 
Kuo’s EXAMPLE. f(X, Y) = (Y* -X3)* -X7. 
However, upon blowing-up, Kuo realized that the germ in the above 
example is reducible and this led him to raise the above question. It may be 
noted that a similar irreducible problem was posed in (1.15) of my paper 
[7]. For basic facts about characteristic pairs, reference may be made to 
my paper PI. 
The aim of the present paper is to give an affirmative answer to Kuo’s 
Question. The answer is based on a construction given in my paper [6]. In 
essence, this construction proposed a reversal of the procedure for finding 
generators of the semigroup of an irreducible function germ given in my 
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Kyoto paper [S]; a preliminary version of [S] can be found in my Tata 
Institute Lecture Notes [4]. 
Since [6] was written in Hindi, we shall give an English version of the 
said construction in Sections 6 to 7. Before doing that, in Sections 2 to 5, 
we shall summarize the first part of the procedure given in [S]. The answer 
to Kuo’s Question will then be given in Section 8 in the form of an 
Irreducibility Criterion. As a byproduct of that answer, in Section 9 we 
shall give an explicit construction of all possible irreducible function germs 
of two variables. Then in Section 10 we shall apply our answer to Kuo’s 
Example. Most of this paper may also be regarded as an introduction to 
[S]. In particular, in Sections 11 and 12 we shall describe the second part 
of the procedure given in [S], and then in Section 13 we shall give a 
preview of Sections 14 to 19 in which we shall describe the remaining por- 
tion of the procedure given in [S] together with some of its consequences. 
In Section 13 we shall also show how these consequences establish .the 
Irreducibility Criterion stated in Section 8. 
During my recent visit to Australia, I read papers [9-l 1 ] of Kuo, and I 
was pleased to note that some of the methods employed by Kuo have a 
certain similarity with some of the techniques used in my paper [S]. 
Moreover, as discussed in these papers of Kuo, the intersection off =0 
with the boundary of a nice small neighbourhood of the origin, in the space 
of two complex variables, consists of a system of generalized tubular Knots 
which are linked together; the individual knots themselves correspond to 
the irreducible factors of f: All this was discovered by Brauner in his 
seminal paper [8] of 1928; a discussion of this matter can also be found in 
my paper [3], and in Reeve’s paper [12], and in Chapter II of Zariski’s 
book [ 13). At any rate, the Irreducibility Criterion given in Section 8 can 
thus be interpreted as a criterion for certain links to be knots. Likewise, the 
explicit description given in Section 9 can be viewed as giving explicit 
equations describing all possible generalized tubular knots. 
Now, in view of Weierstrass Preparation Theorem, we may suppose that 
f is a manic polynomial in Y with coefficients which are convergent com- 
plex power series in X. Our arguments being algebraic, we might allow 
these coefficients off to be formal meromorphic series in X, and in turn we 
may allow the coefftcients of these meromorphic series to vary in any 
algebraically closed field. 
So, henceforth in this paper let k((X)) be the meromorphic series field in 
an indeterminate X over an algebraically closed field k, and let 
f =f(X, Y)= YN+a,(X)YN-‘+ ... +a,(X) 
be a manic polynomial of positive degree N in an indeterminate Y with 
coefficients al(X), . . . . a,(X) in k((X)), and assume that N is nondivisible by 
the characteristic of k. 
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A case of particular interest is the case when al(X), . . . . a,(X) are power 
series. The analytically minded reader may even like to take k to be the 
field of complex numbers, and al(X), . . . . a,(X) to be convergent power 
series; note that in this case the characteristic assumption on N is 
automatically satisfied. 
Another situation of particular interest is the polynomial case, i.e., the 
case when al(X), . . . . u,(X) are in the polynomial ring R[X ~ ‘1. In this case, 
upon letting f(f(x, Y) =f(X-I, Y), the Irreducibility Criterion gives a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the alline plane curve f(f(x, Y) = 0 to 
have only one place at infinity, i.e., to have only one point at infinity and to 
be analytically irreducible at that point. One reason for the interest in this 
case is that it bears on the Jacobian Problem; see Chapter VI of [4]. 
Another reason is the fact that it gives a test for a rationally parametrizable 
afline plane curve to be polynomially parametrizable. 
The Irreducibility Criterion to be given in Section 8 is tinitistic in nature, 
and so it is quite amenable to being put on a computer. In the polynomial 
case it is even more linitistic. 
2. MEROMORPHIC SERIES 
Recall that a meromorphic series H(T) in an indeterminate T with coef- 
ficients in an (integral) domain K is an expression (or, has an expansion) of 
the form 
H(T)=1 HjT’ with Hi in K, 
where the summation is over all integers j and where the coefficient Hi is 
required to be zero for all small enough j. The T-order of H(T) and the 
T-degree of H(T) (both relative to K) are denoted by ord, H( T) and 
deg T H( T), respectively, i.e., 
ord T H(T) = min Supp, H( T) and deg T H( T) = max Supp T H( T), 
where by Supp, H(T) we denote the T-support of H(T) (relative to K), i.e., 
Supp, H(T) = the set of integers j with Hj # 0. 
We take note that the min of the empty set is co, and the max of the empty 
set is - co, and hence 
ord.H(T)=coiffHj=OforalljiffH(T)=Oiffdeg,H(T)=-co. 
In case H(T) # 0, we define the (K, T)-initial coefficient of H( T) by putting 
lncqK,Tj H(T) = H,, where e is the T-order of H(T). 
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By K( (T)) we denote the set of all meromorphic series in T with coefficients 
in K, and by K[ [ T]] we denote the set of all those elements of K( (T)) 
whose T-order is either cc or a nonnegative integer, and by K[T] we 
denote the set of all those elements of K[[T]] whose T-degree is either 
- co or a nonnegative integer; members of K[[T]] (resp. K[T]) are 
called power series (resp. polynomials) in T with coefficients in K; a member 
of K[T] is said to be manic in T if it is nonzero and in it the coeffkient of 
the highest-degree term in T is 1. The sum and product of meromorphic 
series are defined as usual and then K(( T)) becomes a domain, and 
K[ [ T]] becomes a subdomain of K(( T)), and K[ T] becomes a sub- 
domain of K[ CT]]. Finally, note that if K is a field then K(( T)) becomes a 
quotient field of K[ [ T]]. 
For more details about meromorphic series see Chapter 4 of [S]. 
3. RESULTANT 
Recall that, for any nonzero polynomials 
f*=f*(X, Y) 
= so*(X) YN* + al*(X) yN*- l+ .*. + a$*(X) 
and 
f’=f’(X Y) 
= a&Y) YN’ + a;(x) YN’- l+ . . . + a’,.(X) 
of degrees N* and N’ in Y with coefficients 
* 
a0 7 --., a:., ah, . . . . ah, in k((X)) where a,* #Of& 
the Y-resultant Res y( f *, f ‘) off * andf’ is defined to be the determinant of 
the N* + N’ by N* + N’ matrix 
N’ rows 
a,*, a:, * ... . aN*, 0 , ........... , 0 
0, a$, ......... a $3 0,. .... ) 0 
................................... 
................................... 
4, a;, ... . a’,., 0 , ........... , 0 
N* rows 0, 
ah, ......... a’,., 0 , ..... , 0 
................................... 
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We note that Res,(f*, f’) is an element of k((X)), and we define the inter- 
section multiplicity int( f *, f ‘) off * with f’ by putting 
int(f*, f’)=ordxRes.(f*, f'). 
We also note that if R is a subring of k( (X)) such that f  * and f' belong to 
R[ Y], then Res,(f *, f ‘) belongs to R. We include the zero polynomial by 
putting 
int(f *, 0) = co. 
Let us recall the 
PRODUCT RULE FOR RESULTANT (3.1). Zf f*=nyzofi* and f’= 
JJ,“_ O fj’ with fi* andfi’ in k((X))[ Y] then 
Res,(f*,f’)= i i Res,(L*,r;.l). 
i-0 j-0 
By the above rule we see that, with f * fixed and with any given subring 
R of k((X)) such that f * belongs to R[ Y], as f’ varies over all nonzero 
elements of R[ Y] for which Res Y(f *, f ‘) # 0, int(f *, f ‘) ranges over a 
semigroup of integers; we call this the semigroup off * over R and we 
denote it by Sem, f *. Note that if R= k[[X]] then Sem, f * is a 
semigroup of nonnegative integers. 
Given any subring R of k((X)) such that f belongs to R[ Y], we are 
interested in finding a good system of generators r of Sem, f, and in 
describing the elements of Sem, f by their r-ma1 expansions. The idea of 
r-ma1 expansion is a generalization of the idea of n-adic expansion, which 
in turn is a generalization of the usual decimal expansion. In Section 4 we 
shall explain the ideas of n-adic and r-ma1 expansions of integers. In Sec- 
tion 5 we shall use the idea of n-adic expansion to obtain what we shall call 
g-adic expansion of polynomials. The Irreducibility Criterion of Section 8, 
as mentioned in the Introduction, is to be formulated in terms of g-adic 
expansion. 
The said Irreducibility Criterion is meant for deciding whether f is 
irreducible or not, where we note that, in this paper, f is said to be 
irreducible if f is not the product of any two manic polynomials of positive 
degrees in Y with coefficients in k((X)). 
Let us observe that if R= k[[X]] and f belongs to R[ Y], then: f is 
irreducible iff f cannot be expressed as the product of two manic 
polynomials of positive degrees in Y with coefficients in R. Similarly, if k is 
the field of complex numbers and R is the ring of convergent power series 
in X with complex coefficients and f belongs to R[ Y], then: f is irreducible 
iff f cannot be expressed as the product of two manic polynomials of 
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positive degrees in Y with coefficients in R. Moreover, if f is distinguished, 
i.e., if al(X), . . . . a,(X) are power series such that a,(O) = . . . = a,(O) = 0, 
then: f is irreducible iff f cannot be expressed in the form f(X, Y) = 
fi(X, Y)f,(X, Y), wheref,(X, Y) andf,(X, Y) are power series in (X, Y) 
with coefficients in k such that fi(O, 0) =0 =fi(O, 0). Again, if f is con- 
vergent and distinguished, i.e., if k is the field of complex numbers and 
a,(X), . . . . a,(X) are convergent power series such that a,(O)= ... = 
a,(O) =O, then: f is irreducible iff f cannot be expressed in the form 
j-(X, Y) =fi(X, Y) fi(X, Y), where j-,(X, Y) and fi(X, Y) are convergent 
power series in (X, Y) with coefficients in k such that fi(O, 0) = 0 = f2(0, 0). 
These observations will not be used in this paper; for their proof see [ 11. 
In the polynomial case, for any nonzero polynomials f* = f*(X, Y) and 
f’ = f’(X, Y) in X and Y with coefficients in k, we define the degreewise 
intersection multiplicity ing(f*, f’) off* with f’ by putting 
ing(f*, f’) = deg, Res ,(f*, f’) 
and we note that upon letting 
R=k[X-l-J, f*(x, y)=f*(x-1, Y), f’(X, Y)=f’(ir’, Y) 
we have that f * and f’ are nonzero elements of R[ Y] and 
(3.2) ing(f*,f’)= -int(f*, f’). 
Again, by (3.1) we see that, with f* fixed, as f’ varies over the set of all 
nonzero polynomials in X and Y with coeflicients in k for which 
Res .(2*, f’) # 0, ing(.f*, f’) ranges over a semigroup of nonnegative 
integers; we call this the degree semigroup off * and we denote it by 
Dem(f*). By (3.2) we see that 
(3.3) Dem(f*) = - Sem, f *, 
i.e., the elements of Dem(f*) are the negatives of the elements of Sem, f *. 
We again include the zero polynomial by putting 
ing(f*, 0) = -co. 
For details concerning resultants see Chapter 9 of [5]. 
4. EXPANSIONS OF INTEGERS 
Given a nonnegative integer h, by a right h-sequence we mean a sequence 
of integers of the form b=(bi),biGk+,; we refer to bi as the ith component 
of b. A right h-sequence b is said to be nonnegative if bi 2 0 for 1 ,< i ,< h + 1. 
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Let n be a system consisting of a nonnegative integer h(n) and a 
sequence WI <iG hen)+ I of positive integers such that n, = 1, ni+ 1 is 
divisible by ni for 1 < i < h(n); we call n a finite expansion base, and we call 
h(n) the length of n, and ni the ith component of n. For a right h(n)- 
sequence b, the inner product (b, n ) of b and n is defined by the formula 
h(n) + 1 
(6, n) = c bin,. 
i= 1 
By a right n-uector we mean a right h(n)-sequence b such that 
0 < bi < ni+ l/n, for 1 <i</(n). 
A right n-vector b is said to be negative or nonnegative according as b,,(,,)+ 1 
is <O or 2 0. It can be shown that, given any integer M, there exists a 
unique right n-vector b such that M= (b, n); we call b the n-adic 
expansion of M, and we call bi the ith digit in the n-adic expansion of 44. 
It can be seen that an integer is nonnegative iff its n-adic expansion is 
nonnegative. 
Recall that an (additive) semigroup (resp. group) of integers is a set of 
integers such that zero belongs to it and the sum (resp. the sum as well as 
the difference) of every pair of integers belonging to it again belongs to it. 
Moreover, the (additive) semigroup (resp. group) generated by a set W of 
integers consists of all integers which can be expressed as finite linear com- 
binations C eiwi with wi in W and arbitrary nonnegative integers (resp. 
arbitrary integers) e,; note that the said group coincides with all multiples 
of a unique nonnegative integer which is called the GCD ( = the greatest 
common divisor) of W; in particular, if W is a singleton then its GCD is its 
absolute value, whereas if W is empty then its GCD is zero. By a 
generalized real number (resp. generalized integer, generalized fraction) we 
mean either a real number (resp. integer, a fraction) or co. By a quasireal 
(resp. quasiinteger, quasifraction) we mean either a generalized real number 
(resp. generalized integer, generalized fraction) or - co. We make the 
convention that the GCD of a set W of quasireals is co if W contains a 
nonin teger. 
By a GCD-sequence we mean a system consisting of a nonnegative 
integer h(d) together with a sequence (di)oGigh(dl+2, where d, =O, di is a 
positive integer for 1 < i < h(d) + 1, di is divisible by di+ 1 for 0 d i< h(d), 
and dhcd, + 2 is a quasireal; we call h(d) the length of d and we call di the ith 
component of d; also we call d,,(d,+Z the postaugmentation of d. 
Given any GCD-sequence d, by n(d) we denote the finite expansion base 
obtained by putting h(n(d)) = h(d) and ni(d) = d,/d, for 1 < i < h(d) + 1; we 
call n(d) the reciprocal sequence of d. 
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Given a nonnegative integer h, by a left h-sequence we mean a sequence 
of integers of the form u = (z&~~~~; we refer to ui as the ith component of 
u. A left h-sequence u is said to be nonnegative if ui >, 0 for 0 < i < h. 
Now let r be a system consisting of a nonnegative integer h(r) and a 
sequence (ri)oq isZ her) + I, where r0 is a nonzero integer, ri is an integer for 
1 d i < h(r), and rh(r) + 1 is a quasireal; we call such a system r a charac- 
teristic sequence or briefly a charseq; h(r) will be called the length of r, and 
ri will be called the ith component of r; moreover, rO and rh(,)+ i will be 
called the preaugmentation and the postaugmentation of r, respectively. By 
d(r) we denote the GCD-sequence obtained by putting h(d(r)) = h(r) and 
di(r) = GCD(r,, r,, . . . . riel) for O<idh(r)+2; we call d(r) the GCD- 
sequence of r. For a left h(r)-sequence u, we define the inner product (u, r) 
of u and r by the formula 
h(r) 
(24, r) = 1 uiri. 
i=O 
By the group generated by r we mean the group generated by ro, r,, .,., rh(,); 
note that it is the set of all <u, r) as u ranges over all left h(r)-sequences; 
alternatively, it consists of multiples of dhcrj + , . By the semigroup generated 
by r we mean the semigroup generated by ro, r;, . . . . rhcr); note that it is the 
set of all (u, r) as u ranges over all nonnegative left h(r)-sequences. By a 
left r-vector we mean a left h(r)-sequence u such that 
O< Ui < di(r)/d;+ ,(r) for 1 didh(r), 
i.e., equivalently, such that 
0 G u, <ni+ ~Mr))/nAd(r)) for 1 di<h(r). 
A left r-vector u is said to be negative or nonnegative according as u. < 0 or 
u. 2 0. It can be shown that, given any integer M in the group generated 
by r, there exists a unique left r-vector u such that M = (u, r); we call u the 
r-ma1 expansion of M and we call ui the ith digit in the r-ma1 expansion 
of M. 
The charseq r is said to be a strict generating system if the r-ma1 expan- 
sion of every integer in the semigroup generated by r is nonnegative. Given 
a semigroup S of integers by a strict system of generators of S we mean a 
strict generating system such that the semigroup generated by it coincides 
with S. On page 258 of [S] we have proved the following 
LEMMA ON SEMIGROUP CONDITIONS (4.1). A given charseq r is a strict 
generating system t$f it satisfies one, and hence both, of the following two 
mutually equivalent conditions. 
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FIRST SEMIGROUP CONDITION. For 1 <i<h(r) it is required that 
ridi(r)/di+ l(r) belong to the semigroup generated by rO, . . . . rip ,. 
SECOND SEMIGROUP CONDITION. For 1 di<h(r) it is required that 
ridi(r)/di+ t(r) be expressible as the inner product of a nonnegative left 
r-vector and r whereby the nonnegative left r-vector is to have zero as its 
jth component for i < j < h(r). 
For details concerning the material of this section see Chapter 2 of [S]. 
5. EXPANSIONS OF POLYNOMIALS 
Let n be a finite expansion base, and let g = g(X, Y) be a sequence g = 
(gi)l<iGh(n)+lr where gi = g,(X, Y) is a manic polynomial of degree ni in Y 
with coefficients in k((X)) for 1 <i< h(n) + 1; we call g a polynomial 
n-vector over Q(X)). By the properties of n-adic expansion we see that 
every f’ = f’(X, Y) in R((X))[ Y] can be expressed uniquely (in its g-adic 
expansion) as 
f’ = 1 Mb, g, f’) gb with git(b, g, f ‘) in k((X)), 
where the summation is over all nonnegative right n-vectors 6, and where, 
for every 6, we have put 
h(n) + 1 
gb= fl gp' 
i=l 
and where git(b, g, f’) = 0 for all except a finite number of b; we call 
git(b, g, f ‘) the bth digit in the g-adic expansion off ‘. If R is a subring of 
Q(X)) such that gi belongs to R[ Y] for 1~ i< h(n) + 1, then we may say 
that g is a polynomial n-vector over R. Concerning this expansion we note 
the following two facts which may be used tacitly: 
FACT (5.1). Zf R is a subring of k((X)) such that g,, . . . . ghtn)+, andf’ 
belong to R[ Y] then git(b, g, f’) belongs to R for every nonnegative right 
n-vector b. 
FACT (5.2). Zf deg, f’ -C nj for some j with 1~ j< h(n) + 1 then 
git(b, g, f ‘) = 0 for every nonnegative right n-vector b for which bi # 0 for 
some i with j<i<h(n)+ 1. 
Given any manic polynomial G = G(X, Y) of positive degree in Y with 
coefficients in k((X)), by taking h(n) = 1 and g, = Y and g2 = G, we see 
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that every f’= f’(X, Y) in k((X))[ Y] can be expressed uniquely (in its 
G-adic expansion) as 
f’ = 1 git(j, G, f ‘)Gj with git(j, G, f ‘) in k((X))[ Y], 
where the summation is over all nonnegative integers j and where 
deg,gW, G,f’)<deg,G for all j 
and where git(j, G, f ‘) = 0 for all except a finite number of j; again we call 
git(j, G, f’) the jth digit in the G-adic expansion off ‘, Concerning this 
expansion we note the following fact whch may be used tacitly: 
FACT (5.3). Zf R is a subring of k((X)) such that G and f’ belong to 
R[ Y] then git( j, G, f ‘) belongs to R for every nonnegative intger j. 
Now let f * = f *(X, Y) be a manic polynomial of positive degree N* in 
Y with coefficients in k((X)). Also let D be a positive integer such that N* 
is divisible by D. As a fact which may be used tacitly, we note that: 
FACT (5.4). Zf G is a manic polynomial of degree N*/D in Y with coef- 
ficients in k((X)), then 
git(D, G, f *) = 1 and git(j, G, f *) = 0 for all j > D. 
In connection with the above fact we note that: if D is nondivisible by 
the characteristic of k, then there exists a unique manic polynomial 
app(D, f *) of degree N*/D in Y with coefficients in k((X)) such that 
ND - 4 app(D, f *), f *) = 0; 
we call app(D, f *) the approximate D th root off *. As a fact which may be 
used tacitly, we note that: 
FACT (5.5). If R is a subring of k((X)) such that f * belongs to R[ Y] 
and D is a unit in R then app(D, f *) belong to R[ Y]. 
Since, by assumption, f is a manic polynomial of degree N in Y with 
coefficients in k((X)) and N is nondivisible by the characteristic of k, it 
follows that, given any GCD-sequence d with d, = N, there exists a unique 
polynomial n(d)-vector app(d, f) over k((X)) such that 
appAd,f)= Y and aPPi(d,f )=aPP(di, f) for 2<i<h(d)+ 1; 
again we call app(d, f) the approximate dth root off Again as a fact which 
may be used tacitly, we note that: 
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FACT (5.6). Zf R is a subring of k( (X)) such that f belongs to R[ Y] and 
N is a unit in R then app(d, f) is a polynomial n(d)-vector over R. 
For details concerning the material of this section see Chapter 3 of [S]. 
6. FORMAL INTERSECTION MULTIPLICITY 
Given any charseq r, and any polynomial n(d(r))-vector g over Q(X)), 
and any f’ in k((X))[Y], we define the formal intersection multiplicity 
fint(r, g, f’) of (r, g) with f’ by putting 
fint(r, g, f’) = min(b’, r), 
where the min is taken as b ranges over the set B’ of all right n(d(r))- 
vectors b for which 
gW g, f ‘) + 0 = bhcrl + I 
and where, for every b in B’, we have let 6’ be the unique left r-vector such 
that 
bb = (rdd,) ord, git(b, g, f ‘) and b; = bi for 16 id h(r). 
We note that, by properties of r-ma1 expansion, 
(b’, r) # (6’, r> for all b # 6 in B’ 
and hence: 
B’ is nonempty 0 fint(r, g, f ‘) # co 
o f’ is nondivisible by ghcrj + , in k( (A’))[ Y] 
*fint(r, g, f’)= (a’, r) where a is 
the unique member of B’ for which 
(a’,r)<(b’,r)forallb#ainB’. 
In the polynomial case, given any charseq ?, and any polynomial n(d(F))- 
vector g over k[X], and anyf’ in k[X, Y], we define the degreewise formal 
intersection multiplicity fing(i;, 2, J’) of (F, 2) withf’ by putting 
fing(i;, g, f’) = max(b*, r), 
where the max is taken as b ranges over the set B’ of all right n(d(F))- 
vectors b for which 
Mb, g, 3’) # 0 = b,, + , , where h = h(T) 
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and where, for every b in B’, we have let b* be the unique left F-vector such 
that 
b$ = deg, git(b, & f’) and bT=b, for 1 < i Q h(F). 
Again we note that, by properties of r-ma1 expansion, 
(b*, F) # (8*, i) for all b # 6 in B’ 
and hence: 
B’ is nonempty o fmg(r, g, S’) # - cc 
o f’ is nondivisible by g,, + 1 in 
k[X, Y], where h = h(r) 
a ling(?, g, f’) = (a*, F), where 5 is 
the unique member of B’ for which 
(a*,r)> (b*,F)forallb#tiinB’. 
7. STRAIGHTNESS OF NEWTON POLYGON 
Let 
f * =.f*v, Y) 
= YN’+u:(X)YN*-l+ -*. +uj*(X)YN’-j+ ... +a;.(X) 
be a manic polynomial of positive degree N* in Y with coefficients 
4w3, ..., a:(X) in Q(X)), and let D be a positive integer such that N* is 
divisible by D, and let G = G(X, Y) be a manic polynomial of degree N*/D 
in Y with coefficients in k((X)). As G-adic expansion off* we have 
f*=GD+G,GD-‘+ . . . +G,GD-‘+ . . . +G D? 
where Gj = git(D -j, G, f*). 
If we consider the UNP ( = Usual Newton Polygon) off* then we can 
roughly say that: f tends to be irreducible if its UNP is a straight line. To 
turn this approximate proposition into an exact one, we generalize the 
UNP by considering the GNP ( = Generalized Newton Polygon) off * 
relative to (r, g, G), where r is a charseq and g is a polynomial n(d(r))-vec- 
tor over k((X)). In drawing the UNP off*, we plot the points (ord,u,+, 
N* -j), and we sketch the convex polygon delineated by them. On the 
other hand, to draw the GNP off* relative to (r, g, G) we plot the points 
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(fmt(r, g, Gj), (D-j) fint(r, g, G)), and so on. For formulating the exact 
characterization of irreducibility which we have in mind, we need the 
concept of straightness of the GNP off*. More precisely: we shall say 
that f * is straight relative to (r, g, G) to mean that 
(7.1) WA Wr, g, Gj) 2 Wr, g, CD) 
= D[lint(r, g, G)] for l<j<D. 
In establishing the said characterization of irreducibility we shall need a 
slight variation of (7.1). Namely, given any generalized real number S, we 
shall say that f * is semistraight relative to (S, f, G) to mean that 
(7.2) (D/j) int( f, Gj) 2 int( f, G,) = S for l<j<D. 
In the polynomial case, let f* = f*(X, Y) be a manic polynomial of 
positive degree N* in Y with coefficients in k[X], and let D be a positive 
integer such that N* is divisible by D, and let G= C(X, Y) be a manic 
polynomial of degree N*/D in Y with coefficients in k[X]. As G-adic 
expansion off* we have 
f*=p+G,p-I+ . . . +cjp-j+ . . . +cD, 
where Gj = git(D -j, G, f*). Given any charseq J and any polynomial 
n(7)-vector 2 over k[X], we shall say that f* is degreewise straight relative 
- - 
to (r, g, G) to mean that 
(7.1*) (D/j) fing(& g, Gj) < ting(!, g, G,) 
= D[fing(?, g, G)] for l<j<D. 
8. IRREDUCIBILITY CRITERION 
Given a charseq Y, upon letting d = d(r) and h = h(r), we say that r is 
GCD-dropping (resp. subascending, subdescending, semiascending, 
semipositive) if di >di+, (resp. r,-ldi-, <ridi, ri-Idi- >ridi, ri-, <ri, 
ri > 0) for 2 <i < h, and we say that r is positive (resp. negative) if ri > 0 
(resp. ri c 0) for 0 < i < h, and we say that r is upper-unbounded (resp. 
lower-unbounded) if rh + 1 = co (resp. r,, + i = - 00 ), and we say that r is ter- 
minal if d,, + 1 = 1. Given a charseq r, upon letting d = d(r) and h = h(r), we 
say that r is subterminal if either h # 0 and d,,+2 = d,,+ , , or d,,+* = 00; note 
that then in case of h # 0 we have that r is subterminal iff its postaugmen- 
tation rh + 1 is either an integer divisible by d,,+ i or a noninteger, whereas in 
case of h = 0 we have that r is subterminal iff its postaugmentation rl is a 
noninteger. 
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Given w  = N or -N, clearly there exists a unique GCD-dropping 
subterminal charseq r(f, w) such that r,,(f, w) = w  and 
ri(f, w)=int(f, aPPi(44L W)), f)) for l<i<h(r(f,w))+l; 
we call r(f, w) the intersection sequence off relative to w; note that then 
(8.1) MS, w)) = 0 iff f(X,O)=O 
and also note that 
(8.2) if r(f, w) is terminal then it is upper-unbounded. 
We are now ready to state the 
IRREDUCIBILITY CRITERION (8.3). Gioen w = N or -N, upon letting r = 
r(f, w) and g=app(d(rh f), we have that: f is irreducible iff r is a sub- 
ascending terminal charseq, and gi, , is straight relative to (r, g, gi) for 
1~ i < h(r). [In view of (8.2), as a corollary of this Criterion we see that iff 
is irreducible then the charseq r is GCD-dropping, subascending, terminal, 
and upper-unbounded.] 
As a companion to (8.3) we have the 
INTERSECTION THEOREM (8.4). vf is irreducible and if w = N or - N, 
then, upon letting r = r(f, w) and g = app(d(r), f ), for every f’ in k((X))[ Y] 
we have fint(r, g, f ‘) = int(f, f ‘). 
The proofs of (8.3) and (8.4) will be discussed in Section 13. 
In view of the discussion in the first half of Section 6, by (8.4) we 
immediately get Theorems (8.5) and (8.6) stated below: 
FIRST SEMIGROUP THEOREM (8.5). Let R be a subring of k[ [X]] such 
that k[X] is contained in R (for example, R= k[X], or R= k[[X]], or 
R = the ring of complex convergent power series in X). Now, tff belongs to 
R[ Y], then the charseq r(f, N) is positive. Moreover, iff is irreducible and f 
belongs to R[Y], then rV; N) is a strict system of generators of Sem,f: 
SECOND SEMIGROUP THEOREM (8.6). Let R = k[X-‘1. Now, iff belongs 
to R[ Y], then the charseq ru, -N) is negative. Moreover, tff is irreducible 
and f belongs to R[ Y], then r(f, -N) is a strict system of generators of 
Sem, f: 
To consider the polynomial case, let f= j’(X, Y) be a manic polynomial 
of degree N in Y with coeffkients in k[X]; note that we are assuming N to 
be a positive integer which is nondivisible by the characteristic of k. Now 
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clearly there exists a unique GCD-dropping subterminal charseq r(j: co) 
such that r,(J: co) = N and 
CM 00) = &3(X aprhW(j: ~0~3)) for 1 <i<h(r(j: co))+ 1; 
we call r(j: co) the degreewise intersection sequence ofJ again note that 
(8.1*) h(r(j: ~0 )I = 0 iff f(X, 0)=0 
and note that 
(8.2*) if r(J co) is terminal then it is lower-unbounded. 
By taking f(X, Y) =JI(X-‘, Y) and w  = -N in (8.3) we get the 
DEGREEWISE IRREDUCIBILITY CRITERION (8.3 * ), Upon letting r = r(f, co ) 
and E = app(49, f) we have that:f(X, Y) is irreducible in k((X-‘))[ Y] iff 
F is a subdescending terminal charseq, and gi+ , is degreewise straight relative - - 
to (r, g, gi) for 1 <i< h(f). [In view of (8.2*), us a corollary of this 
Criterion we see that iff is irreducible then the charseq 7 is GCD-dropping, 
subdescending, terminal, and lower-unbounded.] 
By taking f(X, Y) = J(f(x-‘, Y) and w  = -N in (8.4) we get the 
DEGREEWISE INTERSECTION THEOREM (8.4*). Iff(X, Y) is irreducible in 
k((X-I))[ Y], then, upon letting F= r(f, co) and g= app(d(r), f), for eoery 
f’ in R[X, Y] we have ling(F, g, 3’) = ing(J 3’). 
In view of the discussion in the second half of Section 6, by (8.4*) we 
immediately get the 
DEGREE SEMIGROUP THEOREM (8.5*). If 3(X, Y) is irreducible in 
k((X-‘))[ Y], then r(j: 00) is a strict system of generators of Dem(f). 
9. EXPLICIT DESCRIPTION 
The Irreducibility Criterion (8.3) subsumes an explicit description of all 
possible irreducible manic polynomials in Y with coefficients in k((X)) 
whose Y-degree is nondivisible by the characteristic of k. To make this 
clear, we proceed as follows. 
Given any finite expansion base n, for 1 < i< h(n), let B[n, i] be the set 
of all right n-vectors b such that bj = 0 for i < j < h(n) + 1, and let C[n, i] 
be the set of all maps from E[n, i] to L-((X)). Also let C[n] be the set of all 
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sequences C = fci) 1 4 i < h(n) with ci in C[n, i]. Given any c in C[n], we get a 
unique polynomial n-vector g[c] by putting g, [c] = Y and 
gi+l[C]=gi[C]n’+“n’+ C Cj(b) fi gj[C]’ 
6 in B[n,i] j=l 
for 1~ i< h(n). Let C*[n] be the set of all c in C[n] such that, for every 
integer i with 2 <i< h(n) and for every b in B[n, i] for which b, = 
(n,+,/n,)- 1, we have c,(b)=O. This is equivalent to saying that C*[n] is 
the set of all c in C[n] such that gi[c] is the approximate (n,, r/n,)th root 
of gi+ 1 [c] for 2 < i < h(n). Now, in view of the existence and uniqueness of 
approximate roots, we see that if n,+)+ 1 is nondivisible by the charac- 
teristic of k, then the map which sends c to ghcnj+ 1 [c] is a one-to-one map 
of C*[n] onto the set of all manic polynomials of degree rrh(nj + , in Y with 
coefficients in k( (A’)). 
Given any charseq r and any integer i with 1 6 i < h(r), by properties of 
r-ma1 expansion, there exists a unique pair (e[r, i], a[r, i]), where e[r, i] is 
an integer and a[r, i] is a right n(d(r))-vector such that a,[r, i] =O for 
i < j < h(r) + 1 and such that 
<a’Cr, 4, r> = ridi(r)ldi+ l(r), 
where a’[r, i] is the unique left r-vector obtained by putting 
4Cr, il = (r&(r)) eCr, il 
and 
uj [r, i] = aj[r, i] for 1 <j<h(r). 
Now let C**[r] be the set of all c in C*[n(d(r))] such that for 1 <i<h(r) 
we have 
ord, c,(u[r, i]) = e[r, i] 
and 
(b’, r> 2 ridi(r)/di+ ,(r) 
for every b #a[r, i] in B[n, i] with ci(b) #O, where 6’ is the unique left 
r-vector obtained by putting 
4 = (r&4(r)) ord, CiCb) 
and 
b; = bj for 1 <j<h(r). 
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Now by the Irreducibility Criterion (8.3) we get the 
EXPLICIT DESCRIPTION (9.1). Let r be any GCD-dropping, subascending, 
terminal, upper-unbounded charseq such that d,(r) is nondivisible by the 
characteristic of k. Also let C‘**[r] be the set of all irreducible manic 
polynomials of degree d,(r) in Y, with coefficients in k((X)), whose inter- 
section sequence relative to r0 is r. Then the map which sends c to ghcr, + 1 [c] 
is a one-to-one map of C**[r] onto C**[r]. 
To get the Simplest Example of an Explicit Description, let c(‘) be the 
member of C**[r] such that for every integer i with i6 i< h(r) and for 
every b in B[n(r), i] we have 
c!" = 
xeCr.il if b=a[r, i] 
I 0 if b # a[r, i]. 
In other words, let gl[c”‘] = Y and 
gi+ ,[c(')] = gi[c(')]d'(')ld'+~(r) + xeCl,il jel gj[$)]ai[r7il 
for 1~ i < h(r). Note that now: 
SIMPLEST EXAMPLE (9.2). g,,(r)+ ,[c(‘)] is said Simplest Example of an 
irreducible manic polynomial of degree d,( r ) in Y, with coefficients in k( (X)), 
whose intersection sequence relative to r0 is r. Here we are again assuming 
that r is any GCD-dropping, subascending, terminal, upper-unbounded 
charseq such that d,(r) is nondivisible by the characteristic of k. Note that 
the set C**[r] is nonempty because it contains the element cc’). Similarly the 
set C’**[r] mentioned in (9.1) is nonempty because it contains the element 
&l(r)+ 1 Cc”‘l. 
In connection with (9.1) and (9.2) let us prove the following 
LEMMA ON POSITIVE SUBASCENDING CHARSEQS (9.3). Given any positive 
subascending charseq r, upon letting d = d(r), we have the following: 
(9.3.1) For 1 <i< h(r) we have that: if t is any integer such that t > 
ridi/di+ 1 and t belongs to the group generated by rO, . . . . ri then t belongs to 
the semigroup generated by rO, . . . . ri. 
(9.3.2) For 1 < i < h(r) we have that r,dJd,, , belongs to the semigroup 
generated by rO, . . . . rip,. 
(9.3.3) r is a strict generating system. 
(9.3.4) In the above notation we have e[r, i] 20 for 1 < i < h(r). 
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Proof. We shall prove (9.3.1) by induction on i. So first consider the 
case of 1 = i < h(r). Given any integer t in the group generated by r0 and r, , 
by the theory of r-ma1 expansion we can write t = b,,r,, + bir,, where b,, 
and b, are integers such that 0~ b, <d,/d,. Since rl >O, we get b,r, < 
rl d,/d2. Consequently, assuming that t > r, dlld2, we get b,r, = 
t - 6, r, > 0, and hence, because r,, > 0, we must have b,, > 0, and therefore t 
is in the semigroup generated by r,, and rl. 
Now let 1 < i < h(r) and assume that (9.3.1) is true for all values of i 
smaller than the given one. Given any integer t in the group generated 
by ro, . . . . ri, by the theory of r-ma1 expansion we can write t = 
bore + ... + biri, where bo, . . . . b, are integers such that 0 < bi < dildi+ 1. 
Since ri > 0, we get b,r, < (r,d,/d,+ 1) - ri. Consequently, assuming that t 2 
r,dJd,, , we get t - biri z ri. Since r is subascending, we have ridi > 
ri_,di_,;thereforeri>ri-Idi-l/diandhencet-b,ri>ri-,di_,/di;clearly 
t - biri is in the group generated by ro, . . . . rip,, and hence by the induction 
hypothesis t - biri belongs to the semigroup generated by ro, . . . . rip,. Since 
b, > 0, we conclude that t belongs to the semigroup generated by ro, . . . . ri. 
This completes the proof of (9.3.1) by induction. 
To prove (9.3.2), first note that in case of 1 = i< h(r) we have that r,/dZ 
is a positive integer and d, = ro, and hence r,d,ld, is in the semigroup 
generated by r. and r,. So henceforth suppose that 1 < i< h(r). Now 
ri/di+ 1 is an integer and di = GCD(r,, . . . . rip 1) and hence ridi/di+, is in the 
group generated by ro, . . . . ri- 1. Clearly 0 < di+, 6 di and, because r is sub- 
ascending, we also have ridi > rip i dip I ; consequently we get ridi/di+ , 2 
ri-ldi-,/di. Therefore by taking t =r,d,/d,+, and i= i- 1 in (9.3.1) we 
conclude that ridi/di, , belongs to the semigroup generated by ro, . . . . ri- 1. 
This completes the proof of (9.3.2). Parts (9.3.3) and (9.3.4) follow from 
(4.1) and (9.3.2). 
In view of (9.1) to (9.3) we get the following 
SPECIAL EXPLICIT DESCRIPTION (9.4). Let r be any positive, GCD-drop- 
ping, subascending, terminal, upper-unbounded charseq such that d,(r) is non- 
divisible by the characteristic of k. Let @[r] (resp. C’[r]) be the set of all c 
in C**[r] such that for every integer i with 1 < i< h(r) and for every b in 
B[n, i] we have that ci(b) belongs to k[[X]] (resp. k[X]). With C**[r] us 
in (9.1), let C’[r] (resp. C”[r]) be the set of all members of C**[r] which 
belong to k[ [X]][ Y] (resp. k[X, Y]). Now by (9.1) and (9.3.4) we see that 
C’[r] is nonempty and the map which sends c to g,,(r)+ 1[c] is a one-to-one 
map of C’[r] onto C’[r]. By (9.1) and (9.3.4) we also see that C”[r] is non- 
empty and the map which se&s c to g,+)+ 1 [c] is a one-to-one map of ~“[r] 
onto C”[r]. Finally, by (9.3.4) we see that the example ghtrj+,[c(r)] 
mentioned in (9.2) belongs to k[X, Y]. 
601/14/2-5 
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10. Kuo’s EXAMPLE 
Let us finally turn to Kuo’s example cited in the Introduction: 
f(X, Y)= (Y2-x3)2-x7. 
Let r = r(f, N) and h = h(r) and d= d(r) and g = app(d, f). Now clearly 
d, =r,=N=deg,f =4 and g, = Y. So 
Res,(f, gi)= f(X,0)=X6-X7 
and hence 
Now 
rl = ord, Res,(f, g,) = 6. 
d, = GCD(r,, r,) = GCD(4,6) = 2 and g, = app(2, f) = Y2 - X3 
and so 
Res,(f, g2) = Xl4 
and hence 
r2 = ord, Res ,,(f, g2) = 14. 
Consequently 
d3 = GCD(r,, r,, r2) = GCD(4, 6, 14) = 2. 
Thus d, = d2 = 2 and hence h = 1 and r is not terminal. Therefore by (8.3) 
we conclude that f is reducible. 
11. VARIOUS CHARSEQS 
In case j is irreducible, there is an alternative method of obtaining the 
intersection sequence r(f, W) off relative to w  where w  = N or -N. This is 
the original method employed in [S]. In this method we start by consider- 
ing the support off, which we denote by Supt f, and which we define to be 
the T-support of a root y(T) of f( TN, Y). Then, upon taking J= Supt J we 
successively define the four charseqs m(J, w), q(m), s(q), and r(q). It will 
eventually turn out that r(q(m(J, w))) equals the intersection sequence 
r(f, w). A slight modification of s(q) will also yield the definition of the 
functions s(m, M) and s(m, M, Q). These functions are meant for compar- 
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ing the intersection multiplicity with the analogous notion of contact. In 
addition to the above four charseqs, with y(T) we shall also associate 
certain constants and polynomials; these will be needed in Section 15 for 
stating a result which is a relined version of the said comparison and which 
we shall call Newton Polygon. To put the matter in general perspective, we 
shall define m(J, w) for any nonzero integer w  and any set J of integers 
bounded from below; similarly, in this section, we shall let y(T) be any 
meromorphic series which need not be a root off(T”‘, Y). 
Let us begin by saying that, given any nonzero integer w  and any set J of 
integers bounded from below, we define m(J, w) to be the unique upper- 
unbounded charseq such that 
m,(J, w) = w and m,(J, w)=minJ 
and such that for 2 < i < h(m) + 1 we have that 
m,(J, w) = the smallest element in J which is not divisible 
by GCD(mo(J, w), . . . . mi- l(J, w)). 
Clearly m(J, w) is a GCD-dropping charseq and so we call it the GCD- 
dropping sequence of J relative to w. We note that 
given any nonzero integer w  and any set J of integers 
(11.1) bounded from below, the charseq m(J, w) is GCD-drop- 
ping, semiascending, and upper-unbounded. 
Given any charseq m, by the difference sequence of m we mean the 
charseq q(m) defined by putting h(q(m)) = h(m) and 
qi =mi for i= 0, 1 and qi=mi-miP, for2<i<h(m)+l, 
note that then: q(m) is semipositive iff m is semiascending. 
Given any charseq q, by the inner product sequence of q we mean the 
charseq s(q) defined by putting h(s(q)) = h(q) and 
so(q) = 40 and si(q)= c qjdjCd for 1 <i<h(q)+ 1. 
l<jCi 
Given any charseq q, by the normalized inner product sequence of q we 
mean the charseq r(q) defined by putting h(r(q)) = h(q) and 
r,(q) = go and ri(s)=si(qM(q) for 1 ,<i,<h(q)+ 1. 
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We note that 
‘given any charseq m, upon letting r=r(q(m)), we have 
d(r) = d(m) and h(r) = h(m), and we have that m is GCD- 
dropping (resp. semiascending) iff r is GCD-dropping 
(resp. subascending), and we have that m is terminal (resp. 
upper-unbounded) iff r is terminal (resp. upper-unboun- 
ded), and we have that m is positive and semiascending iff 
. r is positive and subascending. 
We also note that 
(11.3) 
the map which sends m to r(q(m)) is a one-to-one map of 
the set of all charseqs onto itself. 
Given any semiascending charseq m and any generalized real number M, 
by p(m, c M) we denote the position of the last component of unaugmented 
m which is <iI!, i.e., p(m, <&I) is the unique integer p with 0 <p < h(m) 
such that mi < A4 < mj for 1 < i < p < j < h(m), and we define the GCD of m 
up to M by the formula 
GCD(m, <A!) = GCD(m,, m,, . . . . m,), 
and we note that then 
where p = p(m, <M) 
(11.4) GCD(m, < M) = d,, I(m), where p = p(m, < M); 
similarly, by p*(m, <M) we denote the position of the last component of 
unaugmented m which is GM, i.e., p*(m, GM) is the unique integer p* 
withO~p*~h(m)suchthatmj~M<mjfor1~i~p*<j~h(m),andwe 
define the GCD of m through A4 by the formula 
GCD(m, GM) = GCD(m,, m,, . . . . mP.), where p* = p(m, GM), 
and we note that then upon letting 
P=p(m, <W and p* = p(m, < M) 
we have that 
(11.5) 
I 
ifM=m,forsomeiwithl<i<h(m) 
thenM=m,+, and p* = p + 1 and GCD(m, < M) = d, + 2(m) 
whereas 
(11.6) 
ifM#m,for l<i<h(m) 
then p* = p and GCD(m, <AI) = d,, I(m); 
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so in particular we have 
(11.7) 
GCD(m, ~m,)=d~(~~)andGCD(m, <mi)=di+r(m) 
for 1 <i<h(m). 
Given any semiascending charseq m and any generalized real number M, 
we define the open M-truncation of m to be the charseq trunc(m, <M) 
obtained by putting h(trunc(m, < M)) = p(m, <M) and 
trunci(m, CM)= 
i 
$ 
for O<i<p(m, <M) 
for i=p(m, <M)+l 
and now we define the comparision function s(m, M) by putting 
s(m, M) = the postaugmentation of s(q(trunc(m, < M))), 
i.e., 
sb, M) = sp+ l(q(trunc(m, < WI), where p=p(m, CM) 
and we note that upon letting 
d = d(m), s = s(dm)h r = Mm)), P=P(~, <W 
we have 
44 M)= 
s,+W-m,)dp+l if p#O 
Md 
1 if p = 0, 
and we also note that 
with m fixed, the map which sends M to s(m, M) is a 
(11.8) monotonic increasing one-to-one map of the set of all 
generalized real numbers onto itself. 
Given any semiascending charseq m and any generalized real number A4 
and any positive real number Q, we define the normalized comparison 
function s(m, M, Q) by putting 
Sk, M Q) = 4m, WQ/dl(m) 
and we note that by (11.8) 
with m and Q fixed, the map which sends M to s(m, M, Q) 
(11.9) 
I 
is a monotonic increasing one-to-one map of the set of all 
generalized real numbers onto itself. 
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Now let us consider any meromorphic series y(T) in T with coefficients 
in a domain K, and let us write the expansion 
Y(T) = c A(j) Tj with A(j) in K, 
where the summation is over all integers j, and let us put 
i 
A(li;j)=O 
for every generalized real number I@ which is not an integer. 
Given any nonzero integer w, we call m(Supp,y(T), w) the sequence of 
characteristic exponents of y( T) relative to w; moreover, upon letting m = 
m(Supp,y( T), w), for 1~ i < h(m), we call m, the ith characteristic exponent 
of y(T) relative to w, and we call A(m,) the ith characteristic coefficient of 
y(T) relative to w, and we call A(m,) T”‘l the ith characteristic term of y( T) 
relative to w. 
Given any semiascending charseq m and generalized real number h4, by 
the polynomial associated with (y(T), m, M) we mean the manic 
polynomial in an indeterminate 2 with coefficients in K given by the 
formula 
CZ DIE- A(M)“/“]~ where D = GCD(m, < 44) and E = GCD(m, < M) 
and by the constant associated with (y(T), m, M) we mean the element of I( 
given by the formula 
fi [(dj/dj+ ,) A(mj)(d1/4+1)-‘]4+1, 
j=l 
where d = d(m) and p = p(m, < M) 
and we note that 
I 
if m =m(Supp.y(T), w) for some nonzero integer w  then 
(11.10) the constant associated with (y(T), m, M) is a nonzero 
element of K. 
Given any charseq m and positive integer Q, by the product of m with Q 
we mean the charseq [me] defined by putting 
h([mQl) = h(m) and CmQli =miQ for O<i<h(m)+ 1 
and we note that 
if m = m(Supp, y( T), w), where y(T) is a meromorphic 
(11.11) series in T with coeffkients in a domain K and w  is a non- 
zero integer, then [me] = m(Supp, y( TQ), we). 
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12. NEWTON'S THEOREM AND CONTACT 
To introduce the notion of contact, in this section let us assme that f is 
irreducible. 
Since the Y-degree N off is assumed to be nondivisible by the charac- 
teristic of k, by Newton’s Theorem on Fractional Expansion (see page 271 
of [S]) we have 
ftTN, y)=fi Cy-Yi(T)l with y,(T)ink((T)) 
i=l 
+, [y-y,(WT)I for lGjGNy 
where the last product is meant to be taken over all the Nth roots W of 1 
in k, and where 
(12.1) GCJW,Supp,y,(~))=l for l<i<N 
and where we know that if the coefficients al(X), . . . . a,(X) off belong to 
the power series ring k[ [Xl] then the roots y,(T), . . . . y,,,(T) belong to the 
power series ring k[ [T]] (as a fact which we shall not use in this paper, 
we also note that if k is the field of complex numbers and al(X), . . . . a,(X) 
are convergent power series then so are y,(T), . . . . yN( T); for a proof of this 
fact see [ 11). 
We choose any one of the roots yi( T) and call it y(T), and we write the 
expansion 
Y(T)=CNj)T’ with A(j) ink, 
where the summation is over all integers j, and we put 
A(n)=0 
for every generalized real number R which is not an integer. 
Now we define the support off by putting 
Supt f= SUPP?-Y(T), 
i.e., by putting 
Supt f = the set of all integers j for which A(j) # 0 
and we note that, in view of the above formulae, this is independent of the 
choice of y(T). Note that now, given any nonzero integer w, we have that 
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m(Supt f, w) is the sequence of characteristic exponents of y(T) relative to 
w; we may also call m(Supt f, w) the newtonian sequence of characteristic 
exponents off relative to w, and for 1 < i< h(m(Supt J; w)), we may call 
m,(Supt f, w) the ith newtonian characteristic exponent off relative to w. 
Now by (11.1) and (12.1) we see that 
1 
if w=N or -N then the charseqm(Supt A w) is GCD- 
(12.2) 
dropping, semiascending, terminal, and upper-unbounded, 
and moreover, if f belongs to k[ [Xl] [ Y ] and w  = N then 
m(Supt f, w) is also positive. 
Also note that 
mdsupt f, NJ = q&Wpt f, NJ) = N 
(12.3) 
and m,(Supt f, -N) = q,(m(Supt f, -N)) = - N 
and sdq(mWpt f, NJ) = rddm@upt f, W)) = N 
and so(q(mWpt .A -W) = rdq(mWpt f, -NJ)) = -N 
and 
’ h(m(Supt S, N)) = h(m(Supt f, -N)) 
and for 1 < i < h(m( Supt f, N)) + 1 we have 
m,(Suptf,N)=mi(Suptf, -N) 
(12.4) and qi(m(Supt f, NJ) = qi(m(sW f, --NJ) 
and si(q(m(sW J WI) = sMm(Supt f, -WI) 
and ri(dmWpt f, N))) = rj(dm(Wt L -NJ)) 
. and di(m(Supt f; IV)) = di(m(Supt f, -N)). 
Consider a pair [u(T), Q], where Q is a positive integer and u(T) is a 
meromorphic series with coefficients in a domain K. We call this a 
newtonian arc over K and we visualize it as giving the parametrized curve 
X= Te and Y = u(T) in the (X, Y)-plane. 
Also consider a polynomial f’(X, Y) in Y with coefficients in k((X)). 
When we want to visualize this as defining the curve f’(X, Y) = 0 in the 
(X, Y)-plane, we may say that f’(X, Y), or f’, is a meromorphic curve 
over k. 
Thus we may think of [y,(T), N], . . . . [JJ,,,( T), N] as the newtonian arcs 
of the irreducible meromorphic curvef: 
In case K is an overdomain of k, we define the intersection multiplicity 
int( [u(T), Q], f’) of the newtonian arc [u(T), Q J with the meromorphic 
curve f’ by putting 
int([u(T), Ql,f')=ord,f'(Te,.(T)). 
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We note that now 
Wf, f’) = int( CY( T), Nl, 7). 
Given any other newtonian arc [u*(T), Q*] over K we define the 
contact cont(Cu*(T), Q*l, Cuti% Ql) of [u*(T), Q*l with CdU, Ql by 
putting 
cont(Cu*(T), Q*l, Cu(T), Ql) 
= (l/Q) ord.[u(TQ*)-u*(TQ)] 
and we note that this estimates how far the expansions of [u*(T), Q*] and 
[u(T), Q] coincide with each other when measured in terms of the 
parameter T of [u*(T), Q*]. T o see this, let us write the expansions 
u(T)=zA’(j)T’ and 
u*(T) = 1 A’*(j) Tj with A’(j) and A’*(j) in K, 
where the summations are over all integers j, and let us put 
A’(a) = 0 =x*(&z) 
for every generalized real number A? which is not an integer. 
Now clearly 
cont(Cu*(T), Q*l, Cu(T), Ql) 
= the largest generalized real number w  such that 
A’(MQ/Q*) = A’*(M) for every generalized real 
number A4 < IV. 
In case K is an overdomain of k, we define the contact cont(f, 
[u(T), Q]) off with [u(T), Q] by the equation 
cont(f, b(T), Ql)= l~,~~Ncont(C~j~T)~ NIP b(T), Ql). . . 
In case f' is an irreducible manic polynomial in Y with coefficients in 
k( (X)) such that the Y-degree off’ is nondivisible by the characteristic of 
k, we define the contact cont( f ‘, f) off’ with f by putting 
cont(f',f)=cont(f', CAT), Nl) 
and we note that this is independent of the choice of y(T). 
Given any overlield k” of K, by what is proved on page 275 of [S], there 
exists a unique irreducible manic polynomial f n = f “(X, Y) in Y with 
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coefficients in k”((X)) such that f”( TQ, u(T)) = 0; we call f” the minimal 
manic polynomial of u(T) over k”(( TQ)). In the cited reference it is also 
shown that, in case k” is algebraically closed, upon letting N” = 
Q/GCD(Qv SUPP, u(T)) we hae that deg, f' = N” and 
N” 
f”(T”“, Y)= fl [Y-y;(T)] with y,!‘(T) in k”( (T)) 
i=l 
and yi’( TQIN”) = u(T) for some i. 
Henceforth in this section, let 
m = m( Supt f, w), where w=Nor -N 
and let 
d= d(m), h = h(m), r = r(dmN. 
Given any integer i with 2 < i < h + 1, by an ith semiroot off we mean an 
irreducible manic polynomial gi = g,(X, Y) of degree N/di in Y with coef- 
ficients in k((X)) such that cont(f, gi) = mi. Note that then f is the only 
(h + 1 )st semiroot off: We also agree that Y is the only 1 st semiroot off; 
note that clearly cont(f, Y) = m,; also note that this coincides with the 
previous definition because: h = 0 o f(X, Y) = Y. By a semiroot off we 
mean a polynomial n(d)-vector g= g(X, Y) over k((X)) such that gi is an 
ith semiroot off for 1~ i < h + 1. In case h # 0, by a penultiroot off we 
mean an hth semiroot off: [By (12.4) we see that these definitions of 
semiroots are independent of w.] 
By the Note on Truncations on page 295 of [S] we get the: 
LEMMA ON EXISTENCE OF SEMIR~~TS (12.5). Given any integer i with 
1 < i < h + 1, the minimal manic polynomial of cjC *, A(j) Tj over k( ( TN)) is 
an ith semiroot off Therefore we get a semiroot g off by taking gi = the 
said minimal manic polynomial for 1 < i < h + 1. 
Remark (12.6). The pairs of integers 
(mildi+ 17 dildi+,)l<i<h 
may be called the characteristic pairs off relative to w; these pairs and the 
charseq m obviously determine each other. [Classically, in defming the 
characteristic pairs, it is customary to suppose that m, > d, and rni is non- 
divisible by d,.] 
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13. INITIAL DISCUWON OF THE IRREDUCIBILITY CRITERION 
In Sections 14 and 15 we shall prove some properties of the given 
meromorphic curve f when it is irreducible. In Sections 16 and 17 we shall 
prove two results, which we shall call the First and the Second 
Irreducibility Lemmas, and in which we shall give sufficient conditions for 
a meromorphic curve to be irreducible. Using the material of Sections 14 to 
17, in Sections 18 and 19 we shall prove the live results (18.1), (18.2), 
(18.3), (19.1), and (19.2): 
FIRST CRITERION FOR SEMIRWT~ (18.1). Assume that f is irreducible, and 
let w = N or -N, and let m = m(Supt f, w) and h = h(m) and d= d(m) and 
r = r(q(m)). Let i be an integer with 16 i< h + 1, and let f * = f *(X, Y) be a 
manic polynomial of degree N/di in Y with coefficients in k((X)). Then: 
f * is an ith semiroot off o int(f, f *) > ri o int(S, f *) = ri. 
SECOND CRITERION FOR SEMIROOTS (18.2). Assume thatfis irreducible, 
and let w = N or -N, and let m = m(Supt f, w) and d= d(m) and r = 
r(q(m)). Let g be a polynomial n(d)-vector over k((X)). Then: g is a semiroot 
off iff for every f’ in k((X))[ Y] we have int(f, f ‘) = fint(r, g, f ‘). 
THIRD CRITERION FOR SEMIROOTS (18.3). Given any charseq r and any 
polynomial n(d(r))-vector, the following three conditions are mutually 
equivalent. 
(1) g/l(r)+ 1 is irreducible, g is a semiroot of g,,(*) + , , and 
ri (q(m(SuPt g h(r)+l,rO/dh(r,+l(r))))=rildh(r)+,(r) 
for O<i<h(r). 
(2) r is GCD-dropping and subascending, andcfor all integers i and j 
with 1 < i < j 6 h(r) + 1 we have that gj is straight relative to (r, g, g,). 
(3) r is GCD-dropping and subascending, and for every integer i with 
1 <i< h(r) we have that gi+ , is straight relative to (r, g, g,). 
LEMMA ON APPROXIMATE ROOTS (19.1). Assume that f is irreducible, and 
let w = N or -N, and let m = m(Supt f, w) and h = h(m) and d= d(m) and 
r = r(q(m)). Then app(d, f) is a semiroot off 
LEMMA ON INTERSECTION SEQUENCE (19.2). Assume thatfis irreducible, 
and let w = N or -N, and let m = m(Supt f, w) and r = r(q(m)). Then 
r(S, w) = r. 
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Now (8.3) and (8.4) follow immediately from the above live results. 
These live results actually yield the following 
STRONGER VERSION OF THE IF PART OF THE IRREDUCIBILITY 
CRITERION (13.1). Let w = N or -N, and r = r(f, w) and g = app(d(r), f). 
Also let h be any integer with 0 <h <h(r) such that rib, dip l(r) c ridi for 
2<i<h, andg,+, is straight relative to (r, g, gi) for 1 < i6 h. Then gh+ 1 is 
irreducible. 
Remark (13.2). Note that the description given in Section 9 divides the 
set of all irreducible meromorphic curves into disjoint classes according to 
their intersection sequences and then explicitly describes the members in 
each class. In view of (11.3), (12.6), and (19.2) this may be thought of as 
classifying all irreducible meromorphic curves according to their newtonian 
sequences of characteristic exponents, or according to their characteristic 
pairs. 
14. CONFLUENCE OF Two CHARSEQS 
In the Numerical Confluence Lemma given on page 314 of [S] we have 
proved the following result comparing various numerical entities associated 
with two charseqs: 
LEMMA (14.1). Given any two semiascending charseqs m and m’ and any 
generalized real number M, let 
d = d(m), d’ = d(m’), N = d, , Q = d; , M = M’N/Q, and p = p(m, < M) 
(and note that in this lemma N is not necessarily the Y-degree off) and 
assume that 
(1) trunc( [me], < MQ) = trunc( [m’N], < M’N). 
Then we have 
s(m, M, Q) = s(m’, M’, N) andp(m’, < M’) = p 
(2) andm,di=mm:djforO,<t<pandl<j<p+l 
anddidi=d/djforO<i<p+landl<j<p+l. 
Moreover, if either M or M’ is an integer, then s(m, M, Q) and s(m’, M’, N) 
are integers. 
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In the next three lemmas we prove some supplements to (14.1): 
LEMMA (14.2). In the situation of (14.1), upon letting r= r(q(m)) and 
r’ = r(q(m’)), we have 
(2’) r,di=r:d, for O<t<pandl<j<p+l. 
Proof Follows from the assertions about m and d in item (2) of (14.1). 
LEMMA (14.3). In the situation of (14.1) upon letting D = 
GCD(m, < M) and D’ = GCD(m’, < M’), we haoe 
(3) ND’ = QD and N 2 Q/D’. 
Proof By (11.4) we have D = d,, + i and D’ = dl, + , , and hence by taking 
i = 1 and j = p + 1 in (2) we see that ND’ = QD, and therefore we get N = 
D(Q/D’, 2 Q/D’. 
LEMMA (14.4). In the situation of (14.1), assume that there exist 
generalized real numbers li;i and II?’ such that 
(I*) 
i 
&?=H’NfQandii?>Mandi@‘>M’ 
and trunc( [me], < @Q) = trunc( [m’N], < &?‘N). 
Then upon letting E = GCD(m, < M) and E’ = GCD(m’, < M’) we have 
(4) NE’ = QE and N > Q/E’. 
Proof Let ~7 = p(m, < &?). Now be taking &?’ for M’ in (14.1) we get 
1 
p(m’, < 47’) = p 
(2*) andm,d~=m:djforO<t<pandl<j<p+l 
andd,di=d;di forO<i<Z5+ 1 and 1 <j<p+ 1. 
For a moment, assuming that M = m,, + i, we deduce that 
M=m,,, -m,,+, <iI?? because M < A?t 
*p+1<p because p=p(m, <ii;i) 
*m,+lQ=mb+lN bytakingt=p+landj=lin(2*) 
=-M’=m;+, because M = M’N/Q and M = m,, + 1. 
Thus 
(11) if M=mp,, thenp+l<pandM’=m;+, 
6Q7/74/2-6 
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Similarly 
(12) if M’=mJ,+, thenM=m,+,. 
Ifpcp then by taking i=p+2 andj=l in (2*) we would get d,+,Q= 
d; + z N; thus 
(13) if p<pthend,+,Q=d;+,N. 
By (2) we also have 
(14) d,+,Q=d;+,N. 
By (11.5) and (11.6) we see that 
(15) 
i 
ifM#mm,+, thenE=d,,+, 
whereasifM=m,+, thenE=d,+,. 
By (11.5) and (11.6) we also see that 
(16) 
i 
ifM’#mL+, then E’=d;+, 
whereas if M’ = rnb + , then E’ = dl, + 2. 
By (11) to (16) we see that NE’ = QE and therefore N = E(Q/E’) 2 Q/E’. 
As a consequence of (14.2) to (14.4) we shall now prove the following 
lemma in which we compare various numerical entities associated with two 
meromorphic series. This lemma is essentially a part of the Preliminary 
Confluence Lemma given on page 318 of [ 51. 
LEMMA (14.5) Let y(T) and u(T) b e any meromorphic series with coef- 
ficients in a domain K. Let N and Q be any positive integers (thus in this 
lemma N is not necessarily the Y-degree off ). Let us either put w = N and 
w’=Q, or let usput w= -Nand w’= -Q. Let 
m = m@wPTy(~)9 w) and m’ = m( Supp, u(T), w’) 
and let 
d= d(m), d’ = d(m’), r = r(m), r’:= r(m’) 
and 
C=(l/Q)ord,[y(TQ)--(TN)]. 
Finally, given any generalized real number M’, let 
A4 = M’N/Q, D = GCD(m, < M), E=GCD(m, GM) 
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and 
P = Ph <Ml, D’ = GCD(m, < M’), E’ = GCD(m’, < M’). 
Then we have the following: 
(14.51) vC>M then 
1 
trunc( [me], < MQ) = trunc( [m’N], < M’N) and p(m’, < M’) = p 
andm,d;=m:djforO<t<pandl<j<p+l 
andr,d~=r:djforOdt<pandl<j,<p+l 
anddidj=d,‘djforO<i<p+1and1<j6p+1. 
(14.52) Zf C 2 M then s(m, M, Q) = s(m’, M’, N). 
(14.5.3) Zf C 2 M then ND’ = QD and N B Q/D’. 
(14.5.4) If C > M then NE’ = QE and N 2 Q/E’. 
(14.55) If C> M, and M belongs to Supp,y( T), and M’ belongs to 
Supp, u( T), then NE’ = QE and N 2 Q/E’. 
(14.5.6) Zf C = M # 00 then s(m, M, Q) and s(m’, M’, N) are integers. 
Proof. Upon letting w* = wQ we clearly’ have w* = w’N; now upon 
letting u(T) = y( TQ) and v’(T) = u( TN) and 
(21) m* = m(Supp, u( T), w*) and m’* = m(Supp, u’(T), w*) 
by property (11.11) of products of charseqs and integers we see that 
(22) m* = [me] and m’* = [m/N]. 
Given any generalized real number M*, in view of (21), by the definition 
of truncation we see that 
(23) 
iford.[(u(T)-v’(T)]>M* 
then trunc(m*, CM*) = trunc(m’*, < M*) 
whereas 
if ordr[u(T)-u’(T)] >M*, and M* belongs to 
Supp.u(T), and M* belongs to Supp.u’(T), then M* is 
(24) an integer and upon letting M** = M* + 1 we have 
that M** is an integer such that M** >M* and 
trunc(m*, < M**) = trunc(m’*, CM**). 
Clearly ord, [u( T) - u’(T)] = CQ and clearly 
CQ>MQ iff C>M 
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and hence by taking MQ for M* in (23) we see that 
if C > A4 then trunc(m*, < MQ) = trunc(m’*, < MQ) 
and now, upon noting that MQ = M’N, by (22) we conclude that 
(25) if C 2 A4 then trunc( [me], < MQ) = trunc( [m’N], < M’N). 
If C> M then upon letting ii;i= C and &? = CQ/N we see that i@ and 
A? are generalized real numbers such that A? = a’N/Q and C > li;i > A4 
and hence by taking A for M in (25) we see that trunc([mQ], < @Q) = 
trunc( [m’N], c D’N); thus 
if C> M then there exist generalized real numbers M and 
(26) 
i 
I%? such that li;i= @N/Q and i@ > A4 and @ > M’ and 
trunc( [me], < li;iQ) = trunc( [m’N], < li;i’N). 
If C> M, and A4 belongs to Supp,y( T), and M’ belongs to Supp, V( T), 
then upon letting M* = MQ we see that ord,[v(T) - v’(T)] 2 M*, and 
M* belongs to Supp, v(T), and M* belongs to Supp, o’(T), and hence by 
(24) there exists an integer M** > M* such that trunc(m*, <M**)= 
trunc(m’*, c M* *); thus, by letting i@ = M* */Q and ji?’ = M* */N, in view 
of (22) we conclude that 
{ 
if C > A4 and M belongs to Supp, u(T) and M’ belongs to 
(27) 
Supp, u( T), then there exist generalized real numbers A? 
and A?’ such that li;i= ii%‘N/Q and ii?> M and ii? > M’ 
and trunc( [mQ], < #Q) = trunc( [m’N], < W’N). 
Now if C=M#a3 then 
ord.[y(TQ)-u(TN)]=MQ=M’N#oo 
and therefore: either MQ is an integer and the coefficient of TMQ in y( TQ) 
is nonzero (and hence A4 is an integer), or M’N is an integer and the coef- 
ficient of T”‘N in u(T”‘) is nonzero (and hence M’ is an integer). Thus 
(28) if C = M # co then either M or M’ is an integer. 
In view of (25) to (28), by (14.1) to (14.4) we get (14.51) to (14.5.6). 
15. COMPARISON LEMMA AND NEWTON POLYGON 
To relate the notions of contact and intersection multiplicity, again in 
this section let us assume that f is irreducible. 
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Since the Y-degree N of S is assumed to be nondivisible by the charac- 
teristic of k, by Newton’s Theorem on Fractional Expansion (see page 271 
of [S]) we have 
f(T”T Y)= i CY-YAOI with y,(T) in k((T)) 
i=l 
where the last product is meant to be taken over all the Nth roots W of 1 
in k. 
We choose any one of the roots yi( T) and call it y(T), and we write the 
expansion 
Y(T) = c AtA Tj with A(j) in k, 
where the summation is over all integers j, and we put 
A(a)=0 
for every generalized real number M which is not an integer. 
Recall that by definition 
SW f = SUPP, v(T) 
and note that, in view of the above formulae, this is independent of the 
choice of y(T). 
Given any overdomain K of k and given any newtonian arc [u(T), Q] 
over K, let us write the expansion 
u(T)=xA’(j)Tj with A’(j) in K, 
where the summation is over all integers j, and let us put 
A’(fv)=O 
for every generalized real number n;i which is not an integer. 
Now let 
m = m( Supt f, w  ), where w=Nor -N 
and let 
m’ = m(Supp, u(T), w’), where w’ = Q or - Q according as w  = N or -N 
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and let 
d= d(m), h = h(m), r = Mm)) 
and 
d’ = d(m’), h’ = h(m’), r’ = r(q(m’)), C = cont(f, [u(T), Q]) 
and finally, for any generalized real number M, let 
B(M) = the constant associated with (y(T), m, M) 
and 
&M, 2) = the polynomial associated with (y(T), m, M) 
and note that then 
I?(M) is the nonzero element of k given by the formula 
(15.1) b(M) = np= 1 [(dj/di+ 1) A(rnj)(4’4+l)-‘]4+l, 
where d= d(m) and p = p(m, < M) 
(15.2) 
P(M, 2) is the manic polynomial of positive degree D in 
an indeterminate Z with coefficients in k given by the 
formula 
&I, Z) = [ZD’E- A(M)“‘“]“, 
where D = GCD(m, < M) and E = GCD(m, < M). 
By the definition of contact we have 
coWi [u(T), Ql)=(l/Q) ordTCyi(TQ)-dTN)l for some i 
and hence, upon taking yi for y in (14.5), we get the following lemma in 
which we compare various numerical entities associated with f and U; this 
lemma is essentially a part of the Preliminary Confluence Lemma given on 
page 318 of [S]: 
PARTIAL CONFLUENCE LEMMA ( 15.3 ). Given any generalized real number 
M’, upon letting 
M = MN/Q, D = GCD(m, < M), E = GCD(m, < M) 
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and 
P = p(m, < W, D’ = GCD(m’, < M’), E’ = GCD(m’, < M’) 
we have the following: 
(15.3.1) IfCaM then 
i 
trunc( [me], < MQ) = trunc( [m/N], < M’N) and p(m’, < M’) = p 
andm,di=m:djforO<t<pandl<j<p+l 
andr,di=r:djforO<t<pandl< j<p+l 
anddidi=d/djforO<i<p+landl<j<p+l. 
(15.3.2) Zf C> M then s(m, M, Q) = s(m’, M’, N). 
(15.3.3) Zf C 2 M then ND’ = QD and N 2 Q/D’. 
(15.3.4) If C > M then NE’ = QE and N > Q/E’. 
(15.3.5) If C = M # co then s(m, M, Q) and s(m’, M’, N) are integers. 
On page 328 of [S] we have proved the following lemma which 
compares contact and intersection multiplicity: 
COMPARISON LEMMA (15.4). Given any generalized real number M, we 
have the following: 
(15.4.1) C=M iffint([u(T), Q], f)=s(m, A4, Q). 
(15.4.2) C>Miffint([u(T), Q],f)>s(m,M,Q). 
(15.4.3) C<M flint([u(T), Q], f)<s(m, M, Q). 
The refinement of the Comparison Lemma which we have called Newton 
Polygon and which we have proved on page 334 of [S] may be stated 
thus: 
NEWTON POLYGON (15.5). Let M be a generalized real number such that 
cont(MT), W, Cu(U, Ql) Z M and let M’ = MQ/N and z = A’(W). 
Then ord, f ( TQ, u(T)) 2 s(m, M, Q) and moreover 
&M)&M,z)#Ooord.f(TQ,u(T))=s(m,M,Q)#oo 
* s(m, A4, Q) is an integer and 
incocK, 7) f ( TQ, u(T)) = B(M) p(M, z). 
By the definition of contact we have C= cont( [y,(T), N], [u(T), Q]) 
for some i and hence, in view of (11.7) (15.1), (15.2), and (15.4), by taking 
yi for y in (15.5), we get the following 
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VARIATION OF NEWTON POLYGON (15.6). Given any generalized real 
number M, upon letting D = GCD(m, CM), E = GCD(m, GM), and 
M’ = Me/N, we have the following: 
(15.6.1) Zf C=M#co then s(m, M, Q) is an integer and 
o&-f(TQ, u(T)) =s(m, M Q). 
(15.6.2) If C= M# oc, and A’(M’) is in k, then incoo.,f(TQ, u(T)) 
is a nonzero element of k. 
(15.6.3) Zf C3 M and A’(M’) = an indeterminate Z over k, then 
C = M # co and incoo., f( TQ, u(T)) = L’(ZDIE - L*D’E)E, where L’ is a 
nonzero element of k and L* is an element of k such that: L* # 0 iff M is in 
Supt f: 
(15.6.4) Zf C>M=m, for some i with l<i<h and A’(M’)=an 
indeterminate Z over k, then D = di and E = di, , and C = M # co and 
incoo,) f( TQ, u(T)) = L’(ZDIE - L*“‘“)“, where L’ is a nonzero element of 
k and L* is a nonzero element of k. 
(15.6.5) Zf C > M and A ‘(M’) = an indeterminate Z over k and either 
h#O and m,<M=a noninteger or h=O, then C=M#oo and 
incoo T, f ( TQ, u(T)) = L’Z, where L’ is a nonzero element of k. 
Let us now prove the following modified version of (15.4): 
MODIFIED COMPARISON LEMMA (15.7). Given any generalized real 
number M’, upon letting M= M’N/Q, we have the following: 
(15.7.1) C=M iffint([u(T), Q], f)=s(m’, M’, N). 
(15.7.2) C>M iSfint([u(T), Q], f)>s(m’, M’, N). 
(15.7.3) C<M iffint([u(T), Q], f)<s(m’, M’, N). 
Proof By (15.3.2) and (15.4.1) we see that if C=M then 
int([u(T), Q], f) =s(m’, M’, N). Now the rest follows by noting that, in 
view of (11.9), the map which sends M’ to s(m’, M’, N) is a monotonic 
increasing one-to-one map of the set of all generalized real numbers onto 
itself. 
By (15.3.3), (15.3.4), and (15.7) we get 
CONFLUENCE COROLLARY (15.8). Given any generalized real number M’, 
upon letting D’= GCD(m’, < M’) and E’ = GCD(m’, GM’), we have the 
following: 
(15.8.1) If int([u(T), Q], f)2s(m’, M’, N) then N>Q/D’. 
(15.8.2) If int( [u( T), Q], f) > s(m’, M’, N) then N 3 Q/E’. 
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Let us make the following 
OBSERVATION ON DEFINITION OF SEMIR~~TS (15.9). Let i be an integer 
with 1 < i < h + 1, and let N* = N/di, and let f * = f *(X, Y) be an irreducible 
manic polynomial of degree N* in Y with coefficients in k((X)), and let Ci = 
cont(f, f *). Then we have the following: 
(159.1) ui# 1 then Ci dmi. 
(159.2) ZfC>Ci then cont(f*, [u(T),Q])=Ci/di. 
(159.3) C2 Ci iff cont(f*, [u(T), Q]) 2 CJd,. 
Proof: By taking (f *, [y(T), N], mi) for (f, [u(T), Q], M’) in (15.3.4) 
we see that: if cont(f *, [y(T), N]) > mild, then N/d, 2 N/GCD(m, < mi). 
Now clearly cont(f *, [y(T), N]) = Ci/di. Also clearly: if if 1 then 
GCD(m, <m,) = di+, < d,. Therefore if i # 1 then Ci < mi, which proves 
(15.9.1). 
By Newton’s Theorem on Fractional Expansion we can write 
f*(TN’, Y)= fi [Y-y;(T)] with y$( T) in k( ( T)). 
b=l 
For 1 < b 6 N* and 1~ j 6 N we clearly have 
(1) Y,*(T Q”‘“*)-u(TN)= [yj(TQ)-u(TN)] 
- [ yj( TQ) - y;( TQ”‘“*)] 
and 
(2) ordT[yi(TQ)-y~(TQN’N*)]<QCi. 
We can first find j’ with 1 < j’ < N such that 
(3) ord.[yj(TQ)-u(TN)]=QC 
and then we can find b’ with 1 d 6’ <N* such that 
(4) ord,[ yj( TQ) - y$( TQ”““‘)] = QCj. 
By (1) to (4) we see that: if C > Ci then 
o&Cyb*.(T QN’N*) - u( TN)] = QCz 
and 
ord,MYT QN”“*)-.(TN)]<QCi for l<b,<N* 
and hence cont( f *, [u(T), Q] ) = Ci/di, which proves (15.9.2). 
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By (l), (3), and (4) we see that: if Ca Ci then 
o~~TCYb*‘(T QN’N*) - u( TN)] 2 QC, 
and hence cont(f*, [u(T), Q]) > CJd,. Again, we can first find b” with 
1 <b” 6 N* such that 
ordT[y&(TQ’v’N* ) - 4T”‘)I = (N/N*) cont(f*, [u(T), Ql) 
and then we can find j” with 1~ j” < N such that 
ord,[ JJJ TQ) - y$( TQN’“*)] = QC, 
and now by (1) we see that: if cont(f*, [u(T), Q]) > C,/d, then 
ord.[yj(TQ)-u(TN)]~QCi 
and hence C B Ci, which proves (159.3). 
We shall now prove the 
FIRST LEMMA ON SEMIR~~TS (15.10). Let i be an integer with 
l<i<h+l, and letf*=f*(X, Y) b e an ith semiroot off, and let m* = 
m(Supt f *, w/d,) and h* = h(m*). Then we have the following: 
(1510.1) h*=i-1, undm,?=mj/difor O<j<h*, andrj(q(m*))= 
rj/diforO<j<h*,anddj(m*)=dj/diforO<j<h*+l. 
(1510.2) For every generalized real number M< mi we have 
s(m*, M/di, N) = s(m, M, N/di). 
(15.10.3) If i # 1 then m$ <mild, = a noninteger. 
(15.10.4) ZfC>m, then: cont(f *, [u(T), Q]) =mi/di, andA’(miQ/N) 
is in k, and int( [u(T), Q], f *) = r,Q/N, and into,,,, f *(TQ, u(T)) is u 
nonzero element of k. 
(15.10.5) We have cont(f *, f) =mi/di and int(f, f *) = ri, and 
moreover if 1 # h + 1 then into,,, T) f *( TN, y(T)) is a nonzero element of k. 
(15.10.6) C>m,ocont(f*, [u(T), Q])>m,/d,. 
(15.10.7) Zf A’(m,Q/N) = an indeterminate Z over k then: 
C>mi o C=mi ocont(f *, [u(T), Q])=mi/di 
* cont(f *, [u(T), Q]) > mild,. 
(15.10.8) Zfcont(f *, [u(T), Q]) = mi/di and A’(miQ/N) = an indeter- 
minute Z over k then int( [u( T), Q], f *) = riQ/N, and incoCK, Tj f *( TQ, u(T)) 
= L’Z, where L’ is a nonzero element of k. 
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(15.10.9) Ifj is any integer with 1 < j<i andf**= f**(X, Y) is any 
polynomial in Y with coefficients in k( (X)) then: f ** is a jth semiroot of 
f--f** is a jth semiroot off *. 
Proof. By Newton’s Theorem on Fractional Expansion we can find 
y*(T) in k((T)) such thatf*(TN*, y*(T))=O. 
Obviously p(m, < mi) = i- 1 and hence by taking ([y*(T), N* J, mJ for 
([u(T), Q], M) in (15.3) we see that: i- 1 <h*, and m,? = mild, for 
O< j<i-1, and rj(q(m))=rj/di for O< j<i-1, and dj(m*)=d,/d, for 
0 < j< i, and for every generalized real number M< mi we have 
s(m*, A4/di, N) = s(m, M, N/di). In particular we get di(m*) = di/di = 1 and 
hence we must have h* = i- 1. This proves (15.10.1) and (15.10.2). By 
(15.10.1) we get (15.10.3). 
Since the roots y,(T), . . . . yN(T) are all in k((T)), we see that if C>mi 
then A’(m,Q/N) is in k. Therefore by taking (f *, mildi) for (f, M) in 
(15.6.1) and (15.6.2), in view of (15.9.2) and (15.10.2) we get (15.10.4). If 
i = h + 1 then (15.10.5) is obvious, whereas if i # h + 1 then (15.10.5) follows 
by taking [y(T), N] for [u(T), Q] in (15.10.4). Part (15.10.6) follows from 
(15.9.3) and (15.10.7) follows from (15.10.6). In view of (15.10.1), (15.10.2) 
(15.10.3), and (15.10.7) we get (15.10.8) by taking (f *, mildi) for (f, M) in 
(15.6.1) and (15.6.5). 
Part (15.10.9) is obvious when j= 1; so now let j be any integer with 
2< j<i and let f**= f **(X, Y) be any irreducible manic polynomial 
of degree N/dj in Y with coefficients in k((X)). By taking j for i in 
(15.9.1) we get cont(f, f **) < mj; also clearly cont(f, [y*(T), N*]) = 
m, > mj and hence by taking (f **, [y*(T), N*]) for (f *, [u(T), Q]) 
in (15.9.2) we get cont(f**, [(y*(T), N*]) = cont(f, f **)/dj. Obviously 
cont(f **, [y*(T), N]) = (di/dj) cont(f *, f **) and hence we get 
cont(f*, f**)=cont(l; f **)/di. By (15.10.1) we have m,* =mj/di and so 
we conclude that: cont(f, f **) = mj iff cont(f *, f **) = m,?. This completes 
the proof of (15.10.9). 
Let us now prove the following 
LEMMA ON ORDER AND INCO (15.11). Assume that C > mi for 16 i < h 
and let f’ = f’(X, Y) be any nonzero polynomial of degree <N in Y with 
coefficients in k((X)). Then 
ord,f’( TQ, u(T)) = (Q/N) int(f, f ‘) = an integer 
and 
into,, *, f ‘( TQ, u(T)) = a nonzero element of k. 
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Proof: By (12.5) we can find a semiroot g off, and we may then use the 
description of Section 6 vis-a-vis that g. Now by assumption f’ is nonzero 
and its Y-degree is less than iV. Therefore B’ must be nonempty and as 
g-adic expansion off’ we must have 
f’= 1 Mb, g, f’)gb. 
b in B 
By (15.10.4), for 1 < i < h we have 
ord, gi( TQ, u(T)) = (Q/i’V)r, = an integer. 
Therefore, when we substitute TQ for X and U(T) for Y, the minimum 
T-order term in the above expansion must correspond to git(a, g, f ‘) g”. 
By (15.10.4), for 1 < i < h we also have 
incoo TJ gi( TQ, u(T)) = a nonzero element of k. 
Therefore the T-order and the (K, T)-into of f’(TQ, u(T)) are obtained 
simply by looking at git(a, g, f’). Consequently 
(11) ord,f’(TQ, u(T))=(Q/N)(a’, r> =(Q/Nfint(r, g,f’) 
and 
(12) incoo r) f ‘( TQ, u(T)) = a nonzero element of k. 
By taking [y(T), N] for [u(T), Q] in (11) we see that 
(13) int(f, f’) = lint(r, g, f ‘) 
and hence 
(14) oh-f’(TQ, u(T)) = (Q/N) Wf, f’). 
Given any polynomial f. in Y with coefficients in k( (X)), we can write f. = 
f $f + f b, where f $ and f b are polynomials in Y with coefficients in k((X)) 
such that the Y-degree off b is less than N. Now obviously int(f, fo) = 
int(f, f b) and fint(r, g, fo) = fmt(r, g, f b). If f b = 0 then obviously 
int(f, fb) = co = fint(r, g, f b), whereas if f b # 0 then by (11) we have 
int(f, f &) = lint(r, g, f b). Therefore always we have int(f, fJ = 
fint(r, g, fo). Upon renaming f. as f’ and upon noting that in the above 
argument g was any semiroot of f, we see that we have proved the 
following 
SECOND LEMMA ON SEMIR~~TS (15.12). Ifg is any semiroot off and f’ is 
any polynomial in Y with coefficients in k((X)), then we have int(A f’) = 
fin+, g, f ‘). 
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Next we prove the following 
CRITERION OF SEMISTRAIGHTNESS ( 15.13). Assume that Q/N is an 
integer, and let f * = f *(X, Y) be a manic polynomial of degree Q in Y with 
coefficients in k( (X)). Let M’ be an integer, and let M= M’N/Q and S = 
s(m, M, Q). Assume that C 2 M, and A’(M’) = an indeterminate Z over k, 
and either h # 0 and mh < M = a noninteger, or h = 0. Then we have the 
following: 
(1513.1) f*(TQ, u(T))#O. 
(15.13.2) f * issemistraight relative to (S,f, f) iff incoC,.,f*(TQ, u(T)) 
equals a polynomial H(Z) of degree Q/N in Z with coefficients in k such that 
H(O) # 0. 
(1513.3) If f * is semistraight relative to (S, f, f) then 
int(Cu(T), Ql, f *) = s(m’, M’, Q). 
Proof As f-adic expansion off * we have 
QIN 
f*=fQlN+ 1 Fif(QIN)-j, 
j=l 
where Fj = F,(X, Y) is a polynomial of degree <N in Y with coefficients in 
k((X)). By (15.3.2), (15.6.1), and (15.6.5) we see that 
ord T f ( TQ, u(T)) = S = s(m’, M’, N) = an integer 
and 
inco(,.,f(TQ,u(T))=L’Z with L’#Oin k 
and by (15.11) we see that if j is any integer with 1~ j< Q/N such that 
Fj # 0 then 
and 
ord, Fj( TQ, u(T)) = (Q/N) int(f, Fj) = an integer 
lnco(,~)f”(TQ, u(T))=L, with Lj # 0 in k. 
It follows that if int(f, Fj) 2 jSN/Q for 1 < j < Q/N then, upon letting U to 
be the set of all integersj with 1 < j < Q/N for which int(f, Fj) = jSN/Q, we 
get 
int(Iu(T), Ql, f*)=ordTf*(TQ,4T)) 
= SQ/N = (Q/N) s(m’, M’, N) 
= s(m’, M’, Q) = an integer 
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and 
incoo Tj f*( P, u(T)) = (L’Z)P’N + C Lj(L’Z)(Q’N)-i 
jin CJ 
and 
= a polynomial H(Z) of degree Q/N 
in Z with coefficients in k 
H(O) = 
i 
;Q, #O 
if int(f, F,,,) = S 
if int(f, FQ,N) # S. 
Copversely, it also follows that, if int(f, Fi) < jSN/Q for some j with 
16 j< Q/N then clearly there exists a unique nonempty set I/ of integers j 
with 1~ j < Q/N such that for all j and j’ in V we have 
Se/N-jS+ord.&(TQ, u(T)) 
=SQ/N-j’S+ord.c.(TQ,.(T)) 
and for all j in V and j * not in V, with 1< j * ,< Q/N, we have 
Se/N- jS+ord.Fj(TQ, U(T)) 
<Se/N- j*S+ordTFj*(T’, U(T)) 
and now upon letting j” to be the smallest element of I/ we get 
ord.f*( TQ, u(T)) = SQ/N - j”S + ord, Fj,,( TQ, U(T)) 
= an integer 
incoo., f*( TQ, u(T)) = C Lj(L’Z)(Q’N)Pj 
jin V 
= a polynomial H(Z) of degree Q/N 
in Z with coeffkients in k 
and 
deg, H(Z) = (Q/N) -j” < Q/N. 
The proof of (15.13.1) to (15.13.3) is now evident. 
THIRD LEMMA ON SEMIROOTS (15.14). Let i,f*, m*, h* be us in (15.10), 
and let f' = f’(X, Y) be any polynomial of degree < N/di in Y with coef- 
ficients in k((X)). Then we have int(f *, f ‘) = int(f, f ‘)/di. 
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Proof By (15.10.5) we have cont(f*, [y(T), N]) = mild,, and hence by 
(15.10.1) we get cont(f*, [r(T), N]) > rnj+ for 1 <j< h*, and therefore by 
taking (f*, N/di, [y(T), N]) for (f, N, [u(T), Q]) in (15.11) we get 
ord.f’( TN, y(T)) = di [int(f*, f’)]. Now obviously ord, f’( TN, y(T)) = 
int(f, f’), and hence int(f*, f’) = int(f, f’)/di. 
FOURTH LEMMA ON SEMIROOTS (15.15). Let i, f*,m*, h*. be us in 
(15.10), and assume that i# h + 1. Then f is semistraight relative to 
Cri9 f *7 f *I 
Proof Let 2 be an indeterminate over k, and let K= k[Z]. Consider 
the newtonian arc [u**(T), N] over K obtained by putting 
u**(T)=y(T)-A(m,)T”‘+ZT”‘. 
Now obviously cont(f, [u**(T), N]) >mi and hence by (15.10.6) we see 
that cont(f *, [u**(T), N]) >mi/di, and by (15.6.4) we see that 
f(TN, u**(T))#O and incooT,f( TN, u**(T)) equals a polynomial H(Z) 
of degree di in Z with coefficients in k such that H(0) #O. By (15.10.2) we 
see that s(m*, mild,, N) = s(m, mi, N/di), and obviously we have 
s(m, mi, N/di) = s(m, mi)/di = ri. Finally, by (1510.1) we see that: either 
h* #O and m$ <mildi, or h* =O. Now by taking (f, f *, NJdi, 
[u**(T), N], mi, mild,) for (f *, f, N, [u(T), Q], M’, M) in (15.13.‘2) we 
conclude that f is semistraight relative to (ri, f *, f *). 
FIFTH LEMMA ON SEMIROOTS (15.16). Let i, f *, m*, h* be us in (15.10) 
and assume that i # h + 1. Also let g be any semiroot off such that f * = gi. 
Then f is straight relative to (r, g, f *). 
Proof Let D = di and let 
f=f*D+G,f*o-‘+ . . . +Gjf*bpi+G, 
be the f *-adic expansion off where for 1~ j< D we have that G, is a 
polynomial of degree < N/di in Y with coefficients in k( (X)). By (15.15) we 
know that f is semistraight relative to (ri, f *, f *), and hence by the 
definition of semistraightness we have 
(D/j)int(f*,Gj)2int(f*,Go)=ri for l<j<D. 
By (15.14) we have 
int(f *, Gj) = int(f, G,)/d, for l<j<D 
and by (15.12) we have 
int(J Gj) = ht(r, g, Gj) for l<j<D 
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and obviously we have 
Therefore 
lint(r, g, f*) = ri. 
(Uj) Wr, g, Gj) > Wr, g, G,) 
= WWr, g, f*)l for l<j<D 
and hence by the definition of straightness we see that f is straight relative 
to (r, g, f*). 
LEMMA ON FORMAL INTERSECTION MULTIPLICITY (15.17) Let r’andi be 
any charseqs, and let g [ resp. g] be any polynomial n(d(?)-oector [resp. 
n(d(i))-vector] over k((X)). Letj be any integer with 1~ j<min(h(r”), h(i)) 
such that g, = g, for 1~ a < j and such that for some positive real number E 
we have F0 = EFa for 0 < a < j (and note that now deg, gj+, = deg, gj+ ,). 
Let f' be any polynomial in Y with coefficients in k( (X)) such that deg Y f' < 
deg,gj. Then fint(?, g, f') = E[fint(i, 2, f”)]. 
Proof Obvious. 
LEMMA ON STRAIGHTNESS (15.18). Let r” and i be any charseqs, and let g 
[resp. g] be any polynomial n(d(r”))-vector [resp. n(d(i))-vector] ooer 
k((X)). Let j be any integer with 1 < j< min(h(?), h(i)) such that ga = g, for 
1~ a < j and such that for some positive real number E we have ?, = Er^, for 
O<a< j. Letf**= gj (and note that then f ** = gj). Finally, let f * be any 
manic polynomial in Y with coefficients in k((X)) such that the Y-degree of 
f * is divisible by the Y-degree off **. Then: f * is straight relative to 
(?, g, f **) iff f * is straight relative to (i, g, f **). 
Proof Follows from (15.17). 
SIXTH LEMMA ON SEMIR~~TS (15.19). Let i, f *, m*, h* be as in (15.10). 
Let j be any integer with 1~ j < i, and let f ** be any jth semiroot off: Let g 
be any semiroot off such that gi = f * and gj = f **. Finally, let ? be any 
charseq such that h(F) = h and r. = J./d,,+ 1(P) for 0 <a < h. Then f * is 
straight relative to (?, g, f **). 
Proof Let i= r(q(m*)). In view of (15.10.1) we get a polynomial 
n(d(r^))-vector 2 by putting g, = 2, for 1 <a < i, and by (15.10.9) we see 
that g is a semiroot of f *. Consequently by taking (f *, g, j, f **) for 
(f, g, i, f **) in (15.16) we see that f * is straight relative to (?, 2, f **). By 
(15.10.1) we also see that r”, = did, + ,(r”)i, for 1 < a < j. Therefore by taking 
didh + ,(r”) for E in (15.18) we conclude that f * is straight relative to 
(6 B, f **). 
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16. FIRST IRREDUCIBILITY LEMMA 
Let K be an overdomain of k. Let [u(T), Q] be a newtonian arc over K, 
and let us write the expansion 
u(T)=CA’(j)Tj with A’(j) in K, 
where the summation is over all integers j, and let us put 
A’(W) = 0 
for every generalized real number M which is not an integer. 
Let w’ = Q or -Q, and let 
m’ = m(Supt f, w’), d’ = d(m’), h’ = h(m’). 
Given any newtonian arc [u*(T), Q*] over K, let us write the expansion 
u*(T)=CA’*(j)T’ with A’*(j) in K, 
where the summation is over all integers j, and let us put 
A’*(lv)=O 
for every generalized real number ii? which is not an integer. 
The aim of this section is to prove the following 
FIRST IRREDUCIBILITY LEMMA (16.1). Let f * be a manic polynomial of 
positive degree N* in Y with coefficients in k((X)), and let M’ be a 
generalized real number, and let D’ = GCD(m’, <Ml) and E’= 
GCD(m’, 6 M’). Assume that either (*) N*! is nondivisible by the charac- 
teristic of k, or (**) N” is nondivisible by the characteristic of k, where N” = 
Q/GCD(Q, Supp, u(T)). Then we have the following: 
(16.1.1) Zfint([u(T), Q],f*)2s(m’, M’, N*)undN*<Q/D’ thenf* 
is irreducible and N* = Q/D’ and cont(f *, [u(T), Q]) $M’N*/Q. 
(16.1.2) Ifint( [u( T), Q], f *) = s(m’, M’, N*) and N* < Q/D’ then f * 
is irreducible and N* = Q/D’ and cont(f *, [u(T), Q]) = M’N*/Q. 
(16.1.3) Ifint([u(T),Q],f*)>s(m’,M’, N*)andN*<Q/E’thenf* 
is irreducible and N* = Q/E’ and cont(f *, [u(T), Q]) > M’N*/Q. 
(16.1.4) If 
(1’) int( [u( T), Q], f *) = s(m’, M’, N*) 
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N* 6 Q/E’ 
A’( M’) = an indeterminate Z over k 
incq,.,f*(TQ, u(T))= H(Z) with H(Z) in k[Z] 
H(L) = 0 forsome L#OinK 
u(T) - ZT”’ belongs to k( (T)) 
then f * is irreducible and N* = Q/E’ and moreover: if [u*(T), Q*] is any 
newtonian arc over K such that cont( [u*( T), Q*], [u(T), Q]) 2 M’Q*/Q 
and A’*(M’Q*/Q) = L then cont(f*, [u*(T), Q*]) > M’N*/Q. 
(16.1.5) The conclusions of( 16.1.4) remain valid without assuming (6’). 
Note 11. We shall prove cases (*) and (**) separately. The proof in 
case (**) uses valuation theory. Of course, when k is of characteristic zero, 
the two cases coincide. So the analytically minded reader may wish to skip 
the proof of case (**). 
Note 12. In this paper we shall not use (16.1.5), but we shall only use 
its weaker version (16.1.4). So the reader may wish to skip the proof of 
(16.1.5). 
Note 13. In connection with (16.1.4) and (16.1.5), note that if A’(W) is 
an indeterminate over k then M’ is an integer and hence 
s(m’, M’, N*) # co. Therefore if int( [u( T), Q], f*) = s(m’, M’, N*) and 
A’(W) is an indeterminate over k, then ord, f*( TQ, u(T)) is an integer 
and hence into CK, Tj S*( TQ, u(T)) makes sense. 
Note 14. In case (*) the various cants obviously make sense. They also 
make sense in case (**) because clearly Q/D’ and Q/E’ divide N” and 
hence they are nondivisible by the characteristic of k. 
Proofof(16.1.1) to (16.1.3) in case (*). We can write 
f*= ii fa9 
a=1 
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where f, = f,(X, Y) is an irreducible manic polynomial of positive degree 
N, in Y with coefficients in k((X)). As sum of generalized real numbers we 
have 
(21) WMT), Ql, f*)= c intWU9 Ql, fJ 
ICU<U 
and 
(22) s(m’, iv’, N*) = 1 +I’, M’, NJ. 
l<a=sU 
As sum of positive integers we have 
(23) N*= c N, 
I<a<U 
and therefore 
(24) 
if N, > Q/D' 2 N* for some a 
then we must have U= 1 and N* = Q/D' 
whereas 
(25) 
if N, 2 Q/E' 2 N* for some a 
then we must have U = 1 and N* = Q/E'. 
If WlM~)~ Ql, f 1 (I 2 s ( m’, M’, NJ for some a then by taking f, for f in 
(15.8.1) we would have N, > Q/D'; hence by (24) we see that 
1 
if N* <Q/D’ 
(26) and for some a we have int( [u( T), Q], f,) 2 s(m', M', N,) 
then we must have U = 1 and N* = Q/D'. 
Similarly, if int( [u] T), Q], f,) > s(m’, M’, NJ for some a then by taking f, 
for f in (158.2) we would have N, > Q/E’; hence by (25) we see that 
(27) 
1 
if N* <Q/E’ 
and for some a we have int( [u( T), Q], f,) > s(m', M', N,) 
then we must have U = 1 and N* = Q/E'. 
By (21) and (22) we see that if int([u(T), Q], f *) as(m’, M’, N*) then we 
must have int( [u( T), Q], f,) as(m’, M’, N,) for some a; therefore by (26) 
we conclude that 
(28) 
if int( [u( T), Q], f *) > s(m’, M’, N*) and N* Q Q/D' 
then f * is irreducible and N* = Q/D', 
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Again by (21) and (22) we see that if int( [u( T), Q], f*) > s(m’, M’, N*) 
then we must have int( [u( T), Q], f,) > s(m’, M’, NJ for some a; therefore 
by (27) we conclude that 
(29) 
1 
if int( [u( T), Q], f*) > s(m’, M’, N*) and N* < Q/E’ 
then f* is irreducible and N* = Q/E’. 
In view of (28) and (29), the proof of (16.1.1) to (16.1.3) is completed by 
taking f * for f in (15.7). 
Proof of (16.1.4) in Case (*). Assume (1’) to (6’), and let U(T) in 
K( (T)) be defined by putting 
(I*) ii(T) = u(T) - ZT”’ + LT”“‘. 
Let e be the unique k(( T))-homomorphism of k(( T))[Z] into K( (T)) 
which sends Z to L. For any G(T) in k(( T))[Z], by considering the expan- 
sion C Gj(Z)Tj with Gj(Z) in k[Z] and with summation over all integers 
j, we clearly have e(G( T)) = C G,(L) Tj. Therefore, by considering the 
expansion 
f*(TQ,u(T))=xfi*(Z)T’ with f:(Z) in k[Z] 
and by applying e to both sides we get 
f*(TQ, u(T))=1 f,*(L)T’. 
Now by (1’) and (4’) we see that 
if jc s(m’, M’, N*) 
if j = s(m’, M’, N*) 
and hence by (5’) we get 
@*I int(Cti(T), Ql,f*)>WC4T), Ql,f*). 
In view of (3’), (5’), and (l*), upon letting 
fi’ = m(Supp, U(T), w’) and E’ = GCD( m’, < M’ ) 
and by taking (u, Q, fi’, M’) for (y, N, m, M) in (14.5.2) and (14.5.5) we 
get that 
and 
s(tS, M’, N*) = s(m’, M’, N*) 
(3*) Q/a!? = Q/E’ 
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and therefore by (l’), (2’), and (2*) we see that int([G(T), Q], f*) > 
s(fi’, M’, N*) and N* <Q/E’, and hence by taking U for u in (16.1.3) we 
conclude that f * is irreducible and N* = Q/J?’ and 
(4*) cont(f*, [E(T), Ql)>M’N*/Q 
and now by (3*) we get N* = Q/E’. Finally, if [u*(T), Q*] is any new- 
tonian arc over K such that cont( [u*( T), Q*], [u(T), Q]) > M’Q*/Q and 
A’*(M’Q*/Q) = L then clearly cont( [u*(T), Q*], [ii(T), Q]) > iWQ*/Q 
and hence, because of (4*), we would get cont(f *, [u*(T), Q*]) > 
M’N*/Q. 
Proof of (16.15) in Case (*). Assume (1’) to (5’), and let U(T) in 
K( (T)) be defined by putting 
(I*) U(T) = u(T) - ZT”’ + LT”‘. 
By (27), (l’), and (2’) we see that int( [u(T), Q], f,) <s(m’, M’, NJ for 
1 <a < U; by (3’) we know that M’ is an integer and hence s(m’, M’, N*) 
is a real number; therefore by (21), (22), and (1’) we conclude that 
int( [u( T), Q], f,) = s(m’, M’, NJ for 1 < a < U; now by taking f, for f in 
(15.7.1) we get 
(30) cont(f,, [u(T), Ql) = M’NJQ < ~0 for l<a<U. 
By Newton’s Theorem on Fractional Expansion, we can find a positive 
integer V such that 
(31) f,(T”‘, Y)= fi Cy-.~adT)l with yob( T) in k( (T)). 
b=l 
In view of (30), upon suitably relabelling Yob, we can find an integer N,* 
with 1 <N,* <N, such that 
(32) orM4TY)- Yab(T)l 
=M’V< co for l<udUandl<~bNN,* 
and 
(33) o&C4TY) - Y,,(T)] 
<M’V< cc for l<u<UandN,*<b<N,. 
Since y,,(T) is in k((T)), by taking u=b= 1 in (32) we see that 
(34) A’(R) is in k for every generalized real number &I < M’. 
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Considering the expansions 
~at.b( T)= 1 &(A Tj with Aa&) ink, 
where the summations are over all integers j, by (3 1) to (34) we see that all 
the following incos make sense and 
WZ) = inqK,.,f*tTQ, U(T)) 
= into (iC,&*(TVQ, 4T”)) 
and 
= ,<vcu ,& incoo.,Cu(TY)--~b(T)l 
. . ..a 
forl<a<Uandl<b<N,*wehave 
inco(K,.,Cu(TY)--Yob(T)l = CZ-&W’N*IQ)l 
and 
forl<a<UandN,*<b<N,wehave 
incot, Tj [u( T “) - yob( T)] = a nonzero element of k 
and hence, because of (5’), we must have 
(35) A,.,.(M’N*/Q) = L for some a’ and b’ with 1~ a’ < U 
and 1 <b’<N,*. 
By (l*), (32), (33), and (35) we see that 
ordT.[G(T“)-yp.61(T)]>ord7-[~(T“)-yu~b’(T)]<cx, 
and 
forl<a<Vandl<bbNN,*wehave 
ord.Cu(TY)-yab(T)lBordTCU(TV)--“~(T)l<cO 
and 
and therefore by (31) we cnclude that 
(2*) inttC$T), Ql, f*) > int(Cu(T), Ql, f*). 
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Now repeat the last paragraph from the Proof of (16.1.4) in case (*), 
starting with “In view of.” 
Proofof(16.1.1) to (16.1.3) in Case (**). Let R be a finite normal field 
extension of Q(X)). Equivalently, letf=](X, Y) be a manic polynomial of 
degree fi in Y with coefficients in k((X)), and let f be a splitting field off 
over k((X)), i.e., assume that as a field, k is generated over k((X)) by fi 
elements pi, with 1~ i < #, such that 
3(X, Y) = fi (Y- pi). 
i=l 
In the present proof we shall use the following known result from 
valuation theory, which is a generalization of Newton’s Theorem on Frac- 
tional Expansion, and which says that: (41) there exist x(T) in k(( T)) and 
an isomorphism of l onto k(( T)) such that the T-order of x(T) is a 
positive integer and the image of any G(X) in Q(X)) under the said 
isomorphism is G(x(T)). Another known result from valuation theory 
which we shall use says that: (42) given any k((x(T)))-automorphism F of 
k( (T)), there exists a unique P( 2’) in k( (T)) such that the T-order of F(T) 
is 1 and for every G(T) in k( (T)) we have F(G( T)) = G(F( T)). Note that 
k((x( T))) is the image of Q(X)) under the said isomorphism of R onto 
k(( T)); equivalently, k((x( T))) is the image of Q(X)) under the 
monomorphism of k( (X)) into k( ( T)) which sends every G(X) in k( (X)) to 
W(T)). 
Henceforth let us takef(X, Y) = f*(X, Y)( Ye - X). Since & is a splitting 
field of 1 and 3 is divisible by YQ - X, we see that there exists x’(T) in 
k(( T)) such that 
(43) x’( T)Q = x(T) 
and clearly we have 
(44) ord, x’(T) = a positive integer V. 
We get x”(T) in k( (T)) by putting 
(45) x”(T) = x’( T)QI”“’ 
and clearly we have 
(46) x”( T)N” =x(T) 
and 
(47) ord, x”( T) = VQ/N”. 
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Given any N”th root W of 1 in k, clearly there exists a k((x( T)))- 
automorphism of k((x”( T))) which sends x”(T) to Wx”( T); since k(( T)) is 
a normal extension of k((x( T))), the said automorphism can be extended 
to an automorphism of k(( T)). Thus: (48) given any N”th root W of 1 in 
k, there exists a k((x( T)))-automorphism of k(( T)) which sends x”(T) to 
Wx”( T). 
We can write 
where f, = f,(X, Y) is an irreducible manic polynomial of positive degree 
ZV, in Y with coefficients in k((X)). Since R is a splitting field of j: and 3 is 
divisible by f *, we get 
LMTh V= fi CY- ~ob(T)l with yab( T) in k( (T)). 
b=l 
Let k” be an algebraically closed over-field of K, and let f n = f "(X, Y) be 
the minimal manic polynomial of u(T) over k”( TN”). Note that now f' is 
an irreducible manic polynomial of degree N” in Y with coefftcients in 
k”( (X)) and 
N” 
f”(TN”, Y)= fl [Y-y;(T)] with yj’( T) in k”(T)) 
i=l 
= ,c=, [Y-y;(WT)] for l<j<N”, 
where the last product is meant to be taken over all the N”th roots W of 1 
in k. Also note that for some i we have yj’( TQ/N”) = u(T). Let 
w” = w’N”/Q and m” = m(Supt f “, w”). 
Given any generalized real number M”, let D” = GCD(m”, < M”) and 
E” = GCD(m”, , C M”). Given any integers a and b with 1 <a < U and 
1 <b < N,, let 
(49) Cab = , =‘yN,, (l/v) ord.[:.Y,b(T) - .d’W’(T))l 
and 
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In a moment we shall prove the following generalizations (l**) to (6**) 
of (15.3.3), (15.3.4), (15.4.1), (15.4.2), (15.8.1), and (15.8.2), respectively: 
(I**) If Cab > M”Q/N” then N, 2 N”/D”. 
@**I If Cab > M”Q/N” then N, > N”/E”. 
(3**) Cab = M”Q/N” iff Zab = s(m”, M”, Q)/N”. 
(4**) C,, > M”Q/N” iff lab > s(m”, M”, Q)/N”. 
(5**) If Z,, 2 s(m”, M”, Q)/N” then N, > N”/D”. 
(6**) If Z,, > s(m”, M”, Q)/N” then N, > N”/E”. 
Now, depending on a and b, a suitable y,!’ can be called y” so that 
Cob = U/V oh4yadV- Y”W’(~NI. 
To prove (l**) and (2**) let W;, . . . . Wk.,,.. and Wi*, . . . . W;J*“,Esp be the 
distinct (N”/D”)th and (N”/E”)th roots of 1 in k, respectively, such that 
w; =w;*=1 
Now we an take a D”th root Wi of W; and an E”th root WT of W,!* in k 
for 1 < i < N/‘/D” and 1 < i < N”/E”, respectively, such that 
w, = w:=1. 
By (48) we can find k((x(T)))-automorphisms Fi and FF of k((T)) for 
1 < i < N”/D” and 1 < i < N”/E”, respectively, such that 
F,(x”( T)) = Wix”( 7’) and F:(x”( T)) = W:x”( T). 
By what is said on pages 294 and 299 of [S] we see that 
ordTIY(WiT)-y(WiT)]<M” whenever 1~ i < j < N”lD” 
and 
ordTIY(WTT)-y(Wj*T)]<M” whenever 1 < i < j < N”/E”. 
Now if C,, 2 M”Q/N” then for 1 < i c j < N”/D” we have 
Fi(y,b(T))-F,(y,b(T))=Y~b(~i:i(T))-Yab(~j;.(T)) 
= Cy~b(~i:i(T))-y(x”(~i(T)))l 
- CYabb(Fj:j(T))- Y(x”(Fj(T)))l 
+ CY(x”(~i’,(T)))-Y(x”(~j:i(T)))l 
and 
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ord,Cy,dFif:i(T))- YW’(~A~)))I = ord,CyAT) - W’(T))1 
= VC*b 
> VM”Q/N” 
and 
ordTC.td~jG’N - W’@“W))l= ord,Cy,dT) - ~WG?fl 
= VC& 
2 VM”Q/N” 
and 
and hence 
ord,[.dx”(Fi(Q))- Y(x”(~~(T)))I 
= ord,[y( W,x”(T))- y( Wjx”(T))] 
=(VQIN”)ord.[y(WiT)-y(WjT)l 
< VM”Q/N” 
ordrCF,(y,b(T))--F,(y,,(T))l < J’M”QIN”G 00 
and therefore 
Fi(Yf2b(T)) #Fj(Yab(T))* 
Thus if Cab 2 M”Q/N” then the N”/D” elements Fi(y,,( T)) are pairwise 
distinct; clearly they are amongst the roots of the polynomialf,(x( T), Y) of 
Y-degree N,, and hence we must have N, 2 N”/D”; this proves (l**). 
Similarly, if Cab > M”Q/N” then for 1 < i < j < N’IE” we have 
F,*(r~b(T))--Fi*(y,b(T))=y,,(~~(T))--yob(~j*(T)) 
= CY,(ev)) - Yw’Rvm 
- CYab(~W)) - Yw’(~wm 
+ CYw(evN) - Y(x”(~j*(m)1 
and 
ordTCYab(~?(T))- YW’(@(U))I = ord,Cy,dT) - YW’(T))I 
= VC,b 
> VM”Q/N” 
and 
ordr[y,b(Fj*(V)- J4x”(~j*(T)))] = ordTCyab(T)- Ax”(O)1 
= VC& 
> VM”Q/N” 
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and 
and hence 
=ord,[y(Wi*x”(T))-y(Wj*x”(T))] 
=(VQ/N”)ord.[y(W? T)-y(Wj* T)] 
d VM”Q/N” 
ord T [Fi*( yOb( T)) - Fj*( yab( T))] < VM”Q/N” < CO 
and therefore 
Thus if Ca6 > M”Q/N” then the N”/E” elements F,(y,JT)) are pairwise 
distinct; clearly they are amongst the roots of the polynomialf,(x( T), Y) of 
Y-degree N,, and hence we must have N, > N”JE”; this proves (2**). 
To prove (3**) to (6**) we note that, for 1 <id N*, we clearly have 
ordTIY”(x”(T)) - y;‘(x”( T))] 
=(VQ/N”)ord.[y”(T)-y;‘(T)] 
and hence upon letting 
and 
[ 2 M”] = the set of all integers i with 1< i < N” such that 
ord, [ y”(x”( T)) - y;‘(x”( T))] > M”( VQ/N”) 
[ < M”] = the set of all integers i with 1 < id N” such that 
ord, [ y”(x”( T)) - v;(x”( T))] < M”( VQ/N”) 
by the Lemma on Two Types of Roots proved on page 306 of [S] we see 
that 
D” = the number of elements in [ > M”] 
and: if M” # co then 
or&- iin Iv,,,, lY’W’V))- A’W’U’))l 
= [s(m”, M”) - M”D”]( VQ/N”). 
Now clearly 
N” 
fwn Y&7(T)) = n CYadT)- rl’W’(~))l 
i= 1 
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and hence 
= W’N”) ordT iin [QMrn, CY,~(T) - A’W’(~))l 
+ (WV or& iin [FM,,, LdT)- A’WY~NI. 
For 1~ i < N” we clearly have 
Y&(T) - yj’(x”(n) = CYadn - Y”W’(~))l 
+ [ y”(x”( T)) - y;‘(x”( T))] 
and hence 
ordTC.vab(~) - Y,W’(~))I 
ord,[y”(x”( T)) - y;(x”( T))] if Cab = M”Q/N” and i is in [ < M”] 
if Cab = M”Q/N” and i is in [ 2 M”]. 
It follows that if Crib = M”Q/N” # co then 
N”Zab = [s(m”, M”) - M”D”](Q/N”) + D”(M”Q/N”) 
= s(m’, M”, Q) 
and hence Zab = s(m”, M”, Q)/N”. If Cab = M”Q/N” = co then obviously 
I,, = co = s(m”, M”, Q)/N”. Thus we have shown that if Cab = M”Q/N” 
then Zab =s(m”, M”, Q)/N”; from this (3**) and (4**) follow by noting 
that, in view of (11.9), the map which sends M” to s(m”, M”, Q) is a 
monotonic increasing one-to-one map of the set of all generalized real 
numbers onto itself. Obviously (5**) and (6**) follow from (l**) to (4**). 
Henceforth let us take M” = WN”/Q. Now obviously cont(f”, 
[u(T), Q]) = co and hence by taking f” for f in (15.3.2), (15.3.3), and 
(153.4) we see that s(m”, M”, Q) =s(m’, M’, N”) and N”/D” = Q/D’ 
and N”/E” = Q/E’; also obviously s(m’, M’, N”)/N” = s(m’, M’, l), and 
therefore the following assertions (51) to (56) follow from (1 **) to (6**), 
respectively: 
(51) If C,, 2 M’ then N, 2 Q/D’. 
(52) If C,, > M’ then N, 2 Q/E’. 
(53) C,, = M’ iff lab = s(m’, M’, 1). 
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(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
Cob > M’ iff lab > s(m’, M’, 1). 
If Zcrb 2 s(m’, M’, 1) then N, 2 Q/D’. 
If lob > s(m’, M’, 1) then N, 2 Q/E’. 
Now, a suitable yl’ can be called U” so that 
u”( TQ’y = u(T). 
We claim that for 16 a < U we have 
(57) Cob = Cd for lGb<N, 
and 
(58) Co1 = , zyN WV orGbd3 - WG7)l. . . u 
To see this, given any i with 1~ i < N”, first we can find an N”th root W of 
1 in k such that u”( WT) = y;(T), and second by (48) we can find a 
k((x( T)))-automorphism F of k( (T)) which sends x”(T) to Wx”( T), and 
then we get 
U”(X”(F( T))) = yj’(x”( T)); 
now the automorphism F permutes the roots y,,(x(T)), . . . . JJ~~,(x(~‘)); 
moreover, for 1 < b <N, we have 
therefore 
o&CFhU))- Y~“W’VHI 
= ord=[yJF((T)) - u”(x”(F(7’)))] 
=ord.[y,,(T)- z/(x”(T))]; 
= , yb:xN (l/V ord,Cy,dT) - A’W’(~))l. . . (I 
Similarly, given any b with 1 < b <No we can find a k((x( T))- 
automorphism Fab of k(( 7’)) which sends y,i( T) to yeb( T), i.e., for which 
we have y,,@‘JT)) = yob( T); now Fab must send x”( 7’) to W*x”( T) for 
some N”th root W* of 1 in k, i.e., we must have x”(FJT)) = W*x”(T), 
and hence y;(x”(pJ T))), . . . . y$(xn(FJT))) is a permutation of 
y;‘(x”( T)), . . . . y,&(x”( T)); moreover, for 1 < i < N” we have 
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therefore 
or4-Cyab(Z7 - ~i’W’@‘~d~)))l 
= ordTCYal(~ab(T)) - ~W’(~~d~)))l 
= ord,Cy,,(T) - y,f’b”(~))l; 
max (l/V ordTCy,,(O- A’b”(~))l I<iCN” 
= max (l/V)ordT[y,,(T)-yj’(x”(T))]. 
lsZi<N” 
In view of (49), by the above two equations concerning max we see that 
(57) holds and 
Cal = 1 2:~~ (l/V ordTCy,b(T) - ~“W’(~))l. . . Y 
By the defining relationship between U” and u we see that 
U”(X”( T)) = u(x’( T)) 
and hence we also get (58). In view of Note 14, by (58) we see that 
(59) if N, = Q/D' then Cal = coWa, [u(T), Ql) 
and also that 
(60) if N, = Q/E' then C,, = cont(f,, Cd T), Ql 1. 
Now 
int([u(T), Ql, f*) = ord,f*(Te, U(T)) 
= (Q/N”) ordTf*(TN”, u”(T)) 
= (Q/N") ord, Res,(f”(X Y), f*(X Y)) 
= ((Q/N")/( vQ>) oh- 
x Res,(f”(x(~), Y), f*b(T), Y)) 
= (l/W”) ord, i E f”(x(7l yab(T)) 
a=1 b=l 
=at, b$l ( /VW ord.f”(x(T), YAZ’)) 
= agl b$ I& 
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and hence 
(61) int(Cu(T), Ql,f*)= f z L. 
a=1 b=l 
Clearly 
(62) s(m’, M’, N*) = N*s(m’, M’, 1). 
As sum of positive integers we have 
(63) N*= c N, 
lSO<U 
and therefore 
(64) 
if N, 2 Q/D' > N* for some a 
then we must have U = 1 and N* = Q/D' 
whereas 
(65) 
if N, > Q/E' 2 N* for some a 
then we must have U = 1 and N* = Q/E'. 
By (55) and (64) we see that 
(66) 
ifN*<Q/D’ 
and for some (a, b) we have lab > s(m’, M’, 1) 
then we must have U= 1 and N* = Q/D'. 
Similarly, by (56) and (65) we see that 
(67) 
if N* <Q/E’ 
and for some (a, b) we have Z,, > s(m’, M’, 1) 
then we must have U = 1 and N* = Q/E'. 
By (61) and (62) we see that if int( [u( T), Q], f*) > s(m’, M’, N*) then we 
must have Iab > s(m’, M’, 1) for some (a, b); therefore by (66) we conclude 
that 
(68) 
if int( [u( T), Q], f*) 2 s(m’, M’, N*) and N* < Q/D' 
then f * is irreducible and N* = Q/D'. 
Again by (61) and (62) we see that if int([u(T), Q], f *)>s(m', M', N*) 
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then we must have lab > s(m’, M’, 1) for some (a, 6); therefore by (67) we 
conclude that 
(69) if int( [u( T), Q], f*) > s(m’, M’, N*) and N* < Q/E’ then f* is irreducible and N* = Q/E’. 
In view of (68) and (69), the proof of (16.1.1) to (16.1.3) is completed by 
taking f* for f in ( 15.7). 
Proofof(16.1.4) in Case (w). This is verbatim the same as the Proof of 
(16.1.4) in Case (*). 
Proof of (16.15) in Case (**). Assume (1’) to (5’), and let G(T) in 
K( (T)) be defined by putting 
(I*) U(T) = u(T) - ZT’+” + LT”‘. 
By (67), (l’), and (2’) we see that int( [u(T), Q], f,) < s(m’, M’, NJ for 
1 <a < U and 1 <b < N,; by (3’) we know that M’ is an integer and hence 
s(m’, M’, N*) is a real number; therefore by (61), (62), and (1’) we 
conclude that lab = s(m’, M’, 1) for 1~ a < U and 16 b < N,; now by (53) 
and (58) we get 
(70) 
, ?baxN ordTC~abW- 4W))l . . (I 
=M’V<co for l<a<U. 
Recall that 
(71) f,(x(T), Y)= fi Cy-~adT)l with ynb( T) in k( (T)). 
b=l 
In view of (70), upon suitably relabelling Yab, we can find an integer N,* 
with 1 <N,* <N, such that 
(72) ord.C4x’(T)) - Yab(T)l 
=M’V< co for l<a<U and l<b<N,* 
and 
(73) o&C4x’(T))- Yab(T)l 
<M’v<co for l<a<U and N,*<b<N,. 
Consider the expansion 
u(x’( T)) = 1 A”(j) Tj with A”(j) in k”, 
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where the summation is over all integers j. Since y,,(T) and x’(T) are in 
k(( T)), by taking a = b = 1 in (72) we see that 
(74) 
A”(j) is in k for every integer j < M’ V 
and A”(M’V) = L’Z + L* with L’ # 0 in k and L* in k. 
Considering the expansions 
YA T) = 1 Aab(j) z-j with Aab( j) in k, 
where the summations are over all integers j, by (71) to (74) we see that all 
the following incos make sense and 
fW)=inqK,T,f*(~Q, 40) 
= L” into,, TJ f*(x( T), u(x’( T))) with L” # 0 in k 
= L” IL ,<!L incocK,.JW(~)) - ~~~(01 . . ..(I 
and 
and 
forl<a<Uandl<b<N,*wehave 
inco,K,T,CW(~N- Y~~V)I = CZ-&WV)1 
forl<a<UandN,*<b<N,wehave 
incocK,Tj[u(x’( T)) - yab( T)] = a nonzero element of k 
and hence, because of (5’) we must have 
(75) 
1 
A,&f’V) = L 
for some a’ and b’ with 1~ a’ 6 U and 1~ b’ < N,*. 
By (l*), (72), (73) and (75) we see that 
ord,[c(x’( T)) - y&T)] > ord,[u(x’( T)) - yn& T)] < cc 
and 
1 
forl<a<Uandl<b<N,*wehave 
o&-CQVN- Y&V 2 orW3W(~N - Y,~V)I < ~0 
and 
forl<a<UandN,*<b<N,wehave 
o~~&4x’V)) - ~~dT)l= orGCW(~))- Y~~V)I < ~0 
607/74/2-g 
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and therefore by (71) we conclude that 
@*I WCW), Ql, f*) > int(Cu(T), Ql, f*). 
Now repeat the last paragraph from the Proof of (16.1.4) in Case (*), 
starting with “In view of.” 
17. SECOND IRREDUCIBILITY LEMMA 
SECOND IRREDUCIBILITY LEMMA (17.1). Assume that f is irreducible, and 
let w = N or -N, and let m = m(Supt f, w) and d = d(m) and h = h(m). Let 
f * = f *(X, Y) be a manic polynomial of degree N* in Y with coefficients in 
k((X)). Assume that N*/N is an integer which is nondivisible by the charac- 
teristic of k. Let M’ be an integer such that GCD(M’, N*/N) = 1. Let M= 
M’N/N* and S= s(m, M, N*). Assume that either h # 0 and m,, CM and 
N*/N # 1, or h = 0. Also assume that f * is semistraight relative to (S, f, f ). 
Then f * is irreducible, and cont(f *, f) = M’, and f is a penultiroot off *. 
Prooj: We can take y(T) in k(( T)) such that f( TN, y(T)) = 0. Let 
K= k[Z], where Z is an indeterminate over k. Let Q = Q* = N* and let 
[u(T), Q] and [u*(T), Q*] be the newtonian arcs over K obtained by 
putting 
u(T) = y( T”““) + ZT”’ and u*(T) = y( TQIN) + LT”’ 9 
where L # 0 in k is to be chosen. Let 
w’=w’*=N* or w’=w’*= -N* accordingasw=Norw= -N 
and let 
m’ = m( Supp, u( T), w’) and h’ = h(m’) 
and 
E’ = GCD(m’, < M’) and C=conU [u(T), Ql) 
and 
m’* = m(Supp, u*( T), w’*) and h’* = h(m’*). 
Now obviously C= M and p(m, CM) = h and GCD(m, <M)= 
d ,,+i = 1, and hence by (15.3) we see that: s(m, M, Q) =s(m’, M’, N), and 
h < h’, and p(m’, < M’) = h, and dh + ,(m’) = Q/N. Since GCD( M’, Q/N) = 1 
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and M’ is in Supp, u(T), we must have h’ = h + 1 and M’ = rnj,, and 
E’ = dhS + l(m’) = 1. By replacing u by u* in the above argument, we also get 
h’* = h + 1 and M’ = rn$ and d&m’*) = Q*/N and d,,,* + ,(m’*) = 1. 
Since f* is semistraight relative to (S, f, f), by (15.13) we see that 
int( [u( T), Q], f*) = s(m’, M’, Q) and into,,, Tj f*( TQ, u(T)) equals a 
polynomial H(Z) of degree Q/N in Z with coefficients in k such that 
H(0) # 0. Clearly there exists L # 0 in k such that H(L) = 0; this is the L we 
choose in the above definition of u*(T). Now by (16.1.4) we see that f* is 
irreducible and cont(J*, [u*(T), Q*]) > M’. Therefore, upon letting 
w*=N*or -N* according as w  = N or -N 
and upon letting 
m* = m(Supt f*, w*), h* = h(m*), d* =d(m*) 
and by applying (15.3) to the pair (f*, u*) we conclude that m* = m’* and 
hence in particular we get h * = h + 1 and d$ = N*IN and rnz* = M’. 
By the definition of U* we see that cont( [u*( T), Q*], [y(T), N]) 2 M’; 
since also cont(f*, [u*(T), Q*]) > M’, we conclude that cont(f*, f) > M’. 
Hence, because M’ = m$ , by reversing the roles off and f* in (15.9) we 
get cont(f*, f) = m&. Therefore .f is a penultiroot off*. 
18. CRITERIA FOR SEMIROOTS 
FIRST CRITERION FOR SEMIROOTS (18.1). Assume thatf is irreducible, and 
let w=N or -N, and let m=m(Suptf, w) and h=h(m) and d=d(m) and 
r = r(q(m)). Let i be an integer with 1 d i< h + 1, and lerf* = f*(X, Y) be a 
manic polynomial of degree N/d, in Y with coefficients in k((X)). Then: 
f * is an ith semiroot off 0 int(f, f *) 3 ri 0 int(f, f *) = ri. 
Proof. We can take y(T) in k(( T)) such that f ( TN, y(T)) = 0. Now in 
view of (159.1) and (15.10.5), our assertion follows by taking (y(T), N, mi) 
for (u(T), Q, M’) in (16.1.1). 
SECOND CRITERION FOR SEMIROOTS (18.2). Assume thatf is irreducible, 
and let w = N or -N, and let m = (Supt f, w) and d = d(m) and r = r(q(m)). 
Let g be a polynomial n(d)-vector over k((X)). Then: g is a semiroot off iff 
for every f’ in k((X))[ Y] we have int(f, f ‘) = tint(r, g, f ‘). 
ProoJ Follows from (15.12) and (18.1). 
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THIRD CRITERION FOR SEMIR~~TS (18.3). G&W any charseqr and any 
polynomial n(d(r))-vector, the following three conditions are mutually 
equivalent. 
(1) t?/(r)+1 is irreducible, g is a semiroot of ghcr, + 1, and 
ri(dmWpt g w + l p r&hrj + k)))) = rildhcrJ + k9 
for 0 < i < h(r). 
(2) r is GCD-dropping and subascending, and for all integers i and j 
with 1 < i < j < h(r) + 1 we have that gj is straight relative to (r, g, g,). 
(3) r is GCD-dropping and subascending, and for every integer i with 
1~ i 6 h(r) we have that gi+ 1 is straight relative to (r, g, g,). 
Proof. By (15.19) we see that (1) implies (2). Obviously (2) implies (3). 
By induction on h(r) we shall show that (3) implies (1). This is obvious 
when h(r) = 0, and so let h(r) > 0 and assume that the assertion is true for 
all value of h(r) smaller than the given one. Let 
h = h(r) - 1, d= d(r), fi=d,ld,+,, N*=dlld,,+z 
and 
f=&+1 and f*=g,,+Z. 
Note that now 
deg, I= fi and deg, f * = N*. 
we get a charseq F’ by putting h(7) = h and il = ri for 0 < i < h + 1, and we 
get a polynomial n(d(r^‘))-vector 2 over k((X)) by putting ii = gi for 
1~ i< h + 1. Clearly i’ is GCD-dropping and subascending, and in view of 
(15.18) we also see that $i+l is straight relative to (i’, g, ii) for 1 < i < h. 
Therefore by the induction hypothesis p is irreducible, and g is a semiroot 
of j; and upon letting 
fi = m( Supt j: fir,/d, ) and i = r(q(k)) 
we have 
ii = ij/dh + 1 (F’ ) for O<i<h 
and hence we have 
ii = ri/dh + 1 for O<i<h. 
Let D = N*/N and let 
f*++G,pD-+. . . . +GjpD-‘+ . . . +G, 
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be the $adic expansion off* where for 1 < j < D we have that Gj is a 
polynomial of degree < fl in Y with coefficients in k( (A’)). By assumption, 
f* is straight relative to (r, g, 3) and hence by the definition of straightness 
we get 
(D/j) Wr, g, Gj) 2 fint(r, g, G,) 
= DCfint(r, g, f)l for l<j<D. 
Upon dividing the above relation by dh + 1 we get 
(D/j) Wr, g, Gj)ldh + 12 fint(r, g, GD)/dh + 1 for l<j<D 
and 
Wr, g, GDWh + , = fint(r, g, 3)/4 + 2. 
In view of (15.17) we see that 
fint(r, g, Gj)/dh + 1 = fint(i, g, Gj) for l<j<D 
and by (15.12) we see that 
fint(i, 2, Gj) = int(x Gj) for l<j<D 
and obviously we have 
fint(rT g, 3) = rh + 1. 
Therefore 
(D/i) int(j: Gj) 2 inttj: G,) = rh + 1 /dh + 2 for l<j<D 
and hence, upon letting S = r,, + ,/dh + 2, by the definition of semi- 
straightness we see that f* is semistraight relative to (S, j: 3). Let 
M’= Cr h+l -rh(dh/dh+,)+~hdh+ll/dh+Z if h#O 
rh+l/dtz+2 if h=O 
and 
M= M’fi/N*. 
Since r is GCD-dropping and subascending, we see that M’ is an integer 
such that GCD(M’, N*/&) = 1, and either h #O and liZh < A4 and 
N*/N # 1, or h = 0. Therefore by (17.1) we conclude that f * is irreducible, 
cont( f *, 3) = M’, and 3 is a penultiroot off *. Let 
m* = m(Supt f *, N*r,/d,) and r* = r(q(m*)). 
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Now in view of (15.10.1) and the definition of penultiroot we see that 
h(m*)=h+l and mz+,=M’ and T:+~ =rh+l/dh+2. Since j\ is a 
penultiroot off*, in view of (15.10.9) we conclude that g is a semiroot of 
f* and r*=ri/dh+Z for 0 < i< h. This completes the induction and 
establishes the fact that (3) implies (1). 
Remark (18.4). In view of (12.2) we see that (18.3) remains valid when 
in (1) we change “for 0 6 i < h(r)” to “for 0 < id h(r) + 1” and in (2) and 
(3) we change “GCD-dropping and subascending” to “GCD-dropping and 
subascending and upper-unbounded.” 
19. APPROXIMATE RENTS 
On page 368 of [S] we have proved the following 
LEMMA ON ORDER (19.0). Assume that f is irreducible, and let w = N or 
-N, and let m = m(Supt f, w) and h = h(m) and d = d(m) and r = r(q(m)). 
Then int(f, appi(d, f )) = ri for 1~ i< h + 1. 
By ( 18.1) and (19.0) we get the following 
LEMMA ON APPROXIMATE RENTS (19.1). Assume that f is irreducible, and 
let w = N or -N, and let m = m(Supt f, w) and h = h(m) and d= d(m) and 
r=r(q(m)). Then app(d, f) is a semiroot off: 
By (11.2), (12.2). (19.0), and (19.1) we get the following 
LEMMA ON INTERSECTION SEQUENCE (19.2). Assume that f is irreducible, 
and let w = N or -N, and let m =m(Supt f, w) and r = r(q(m)). Then 
r(f; w)=r. 
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